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I did not easily accept that I was 
going deaf. At first I looked at learning 
signing more as a fun thing to do than 
as anything I seriously needed. My wife 
knew some signing from having been 
with deaf friends, so I viewed it as an 
activity in which she had an interest. At 
first we attended a free class at the local 
library. This taught us a lot of vocabu-
lary, but not how to use it. New people 
were constantly joining, so we kept 
going back to the beginning. We covered 
fruits and vegetables more times than 
I can count. Eventually enough of us had 
been going long enough that we separated 
into an “advanced” class. This was not much better. It 
was held in a building with poor acoustics. Since the 
class was informal, the noise level was high. Instead of 
learning sign language, I found out just how deaf I was. 
Suddenly, learning sign language was a much more 
serious affair.

I enrolled in an ASL class at St. Petersburg College 
(SPC), our local community college. This was a for-
credit class. As such, we listened to the instructor. The 
noise level was kept low, the instructor spoke clearly, 
and I made sure I sat where I could read his lips. I be-
gan to learn ASL.

The first thing I learned was that it was much 
harder than I had imagined. I had learned shorthand 
in a year. I could do the same with ASL, couldn’t I?  
After all, it is coded English, just like shorthand, isn’t 
it?  Just learn a few signs, and then sign as I spoke, 
wouldn’t I?  Wrong!  ASL is its own language, with its 

See How They Sign
By Terry Atkinson

own very complex grammar that has 
no relationship to any other language. 
Also, as with all languages, it is neces-
sary to learn a thousand words just 
to be able to say the simple things. To 
understand what others say, on the 
other hand, requires knowing all the 
thousands of words that they know. 
As with any new language, I eventu-
ally reached the point where I could 
laboriously sign what I wanted to say, 
only to stare in total bafflement at the 
reply.

The author of our textbook was not 
generous to hearing people. He said that 

hearing people signed in the wrong order for ASL. He 
added that this was because “hearing people are rude. 
They make the Deaf do all the work.”  No. With any 
language, desperately trying to remember the vocabu-
lary is as much as new speakers can do. Word order 
is way down the list of things remembered. Had the au-
thor never heard of the song “Throw Mama from the 
Train a Kiss”?  ASL word order is very different from 
English. Time comes at the beginning of the sentence, 
“wh” question words at the end. Some grammar is 
shown not by signs but by movement or facial expres-
sions. Add to this that there are often no exact English 
word - ASL sign pairs, and figuring out what to sign 
becomes a nightmare.

For instance, there is no sign for the verb “to pre-
fer.”  The noun/adjective “favorite” is used instead. In 
the final exam at the end of our second semester, we 
had to sign the sentence, “Do you pre-

Terry Atkinson
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Note from Nancy
By Nancy Kingsley, ALDA News Editor-in-Chief

This issue’s focus on sign 
language reminds me of my 
own experiences. I had been 
progressively losing my hear-
ing since childhood, and by 
the 1980s, communication 
with more than one person at 
a time was becoming diffi-
cult. ALDA and multichannel 
cochlear implants didn’t exist 
yet, and I thought that my 
only option was to join the 
culturally Deaf community. 

After taking a high school eve-
ning class in signed English, I en-

rolled in the ASL and Deaf culture courses at the Union 
County College (NJ) interpreter training program. As 
part of the course requirements, I attended many Deaf 
club meetings and other events in the Deaf community 
and learned a lot about Deaf culture and history. (My 
husband and children also took some sign classes and 
my daughter became fairly proficient, but the other two 
only mastered fingerspelling.)

 However, although I received high marks in all my 
courses and could sign fairly proficiently, I had difficulty 
understanding interpreters and “strong” ASL signers. I 
also realized that my background and experiences were 
very different from those of people who had grown 
up in the Deaf community. Fortunately for me, ALDA 
was founded at that point. I learned about this shortly 
afterwards and attended the second ALDAcon in 1990, 
where I saw CART for the first time and fell in love with 
it. Then in 1998 I received a cochlear implant and was 
again able to participate in some of the activities I had 
had to give up. 

But I have never regretted learning sign language. 
I still use it to communicate with ALDAns who sign 
and with members of the Deaf community at advocacy 
meetings. My daughter and I sometimes find signing 
handy, as when we’re situated too far apart to commu-
nicate verbally or in a setting like a show where we need 
to be quiet. And my exposure to Deaf culture through 
my courses, reading, and attendance at Deaf events has 
given me an understanding of Deaf perspectives that few 
people outside the Deaf community have obtained.

I’m saddened when learning sign language is 
proposed as THE solution to hearing loss, though. 
Mastering another language in adulthood is difficult or 
impossible for many people, and finding sufficient op-
portunities to hone sign language skills can be a chal-

lenge. In addition, late-deafened people usually want 
to maintain ties to their existing social network in the 
hearing world, which doesn’t use sign language. That’s 
why I am so appreciative of ALDA’s “whatever works” 
philosophy, which recognizes that there is no one-size-
fits-all solution to communication.

Nancy Kingsley
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Hi, everyone!  

Many of you know that ALDA’s 
motto is “whatever works.”  Since the 
theme of our previous issue was cochlear 
implants and auditory brainstem im-
plants, it’s fitting that we focus on sign 
language for this issue. Whether or not 
you use sign language, the variety of ter-
rific articles and columns in this newslet-
ter is sure to capture your interest.

Our first story, “See How They Sign” 
by Terry Atkinson, is an open and honest 
account of the author’s struggle to learn 
ASL. “Learning to Sign at 50” by Cynthia Amerman 
provides a close look at her rewarding sign language 
journey. And Hoy Anderson talks candidly about los-
ing his hearing in “Going Deaf and Learning ASL.”

In “The Benefits of Sign Language,” Brenda Bell 
explains how sign language has enriched her life. 
ALDAnonymous curator Bill Graham explores his con-
flicting feelings about using sign language at home in 
“ALDA in the Family,” reprinted from an article origi-
nally published in 1991. Our other ALDAnonymous 
curator, Robin Titterington, provides a positive ac-
count of her experience with sign language in “ASL vs. 
Sign Language.”

You can escape to a fantasy world where hearing 
loss and a magical assistive tool are central to the story 
in Kimberley Shaw’s entertaining novel excerpt, “A 
Handful of Spells.”  And in the “One of Us” column, 
you will get to know an ALDAn from the other side of 
the world, Muhammad Akram, whose tireless efforts 
are helping to bring ALDA to people overseas. 

In “Sign Language and Late Deafness,” Margreta 
Von Pein discusses her experience with sign language 
before and after receiving a cochlear implant. Dawna 
Conley speaks openly about accepting her deafness in 
“Using the Tools,” and Linda Drattell takes a personal 
look at sign language in “What Sign Language Means 
to Me.” 

“To Sign or Not to Sign—That is the Question” by 
Carol Granaldi explains why she chose not to use sign 
language as a communication tool. Elinore Bullock re-
counts her journey to, from, and back to sign language 
in “From Signing to Singing.”  Rounding out this issue 

Eileen Here
By Eileen Hollywood, Managing Editor

Eileen Hollywood

is an article by Sherry Cochran, “How 
Sign Language Has Impacted My Life,” 
in which she describes how ASL has 
helped her deal with deafness and open 
up her world. 

Beginning with this issue, we will 
have a new column by ALDA’s very own 
Harriet Frankel, titled “Chatting with 
Harriet.”  Her lighthearted and amus-
ing stories of everyday life with deafness 

are sure to make you smile. “Bonding” is 
her account of getting to know her new 
dog, which she hopes will alert her to 

important sounds. And of course, we have our other 
regular columns, including “ALDAnonymous,” “Our 
World,” “Late Deafened Life: We’re All in It Together,” 
“Chapter Happenings,” and “GA to SK.” 

I would be remiss if I did not extend my sincere 
thanks to all who took the time to write their stories 
for this issue. The response to my call for articles was 
absolutely outstanding, and we must remember that it 
is the writers who make this newsletter possible. So a 
big thanks to all who wrote and submitted articles for 
this issue. 

As always, please contact me with your feedback 
or suggestions. We aim to provide an engaging newslet-
ter with a variety of themes, so we want to know what 
topics would interest our readers. 

ALDA Best,

Eileen
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My interview for the American 
Sign Language (ASL) Studies Program 
at Union County College (UCC) in 
New Jersey took place a few days 
before the first class. I walked into 
the instructor’s office and made a few 
signs. “Stop,” the teacher put her hand 
up and, magically, an interpreter ap-
peared. As I spoke about wanting to 
learn sign language, the person beside 
me mimicked my every expression 
as she used ASL to communicate my 
thoughts to the teacher. I felt so self-
conscious that I wanted to crawl under 
my chair. This was the first time I had 
met a culturally Deaf person. “Signed 
English is not sign language,” the teacher 
signed. “ASL has different grammar and structure than 
English,” she continued, “and it’s a true language. “  I 
had had Signed English classes in hometown from an 
audiologist who wanted to practice signing, but now 
I was being told, matter-of-factly, that it didn’t count. 
So I began at the beginning at UCC.

Using our voices in class at UCC was not allowed. 
If we were caught talking in the hallway or the cafete-
ria, we were fined 25 cents. We were also supported 
academically by being offered free tutoring following 
each class. Students in more advanced classes were 
friendly but didn’t use their voices with us. ASL 1, 2, 
3, and 4 classes were interesting and fun. Even our 
videotext, Signing Naturally, provoked laughter. The 
teachers needed to go over the lessons with us because 
the visual material was above our heads. But they 
would explain until everyone understood. There were 
no “dumb” questions, and the instructors respected 
the individual student’s pace.

Classmates quickly became friends. Anne had a 
deaf brother but had learned Signed English, so she 
too had to start at the beginning in ASL. Genevieve 
was a very healthy 84 because she played singles tennis 
every day. Her fingers moved well, considering. She 
was learning sign language for her grandson, who had 
speech difficulties, so she could teach him to communi-
cate through signing. I had more arthritis in my fingers 
than Genevieve did, though gradually fingerspelling 
and signing strengthened my hands and made it better. 
Chuck had been a baker in California and had come 
home to New Jersey to study interpreting. These three 
became my best friends in the program.

Genevieve, Chuck, and Anne could hear well, but 

Learning to Sign at 50
By Cynthia Amerman

some people in our class, including me, 
were losing their hearing. Because we 
students had committed ourselves to 
signing, everyone used ASL when we 
went out to a restaurant together. If we 
couldn’t communicate a thought for 
lack of vocabulary, we could finger-
spell words (s-l-o-w-l-y for me). At the 
point of entering UCC, my hearing 
loss had become severe-to-profound. 
The amount of difficulty that those of 
us with hearing loss had in the world 
outside UCC became more and more 
evident when we realized we were not 
left out in a signing environment. It 
had been a long time since I had been 

able to say “I’m part of the group.”

Once I asked my teacher which sign language 
dictionary he recommended. “Get a person,” he 
signed. In keeping with that philosophy, perhaps the 
best learning strategy in the UCC program was the 
requirement to attend events where culturally Deaf 
people were present. Northwest Jersey Association of 
the Deaf welcomed sign language students, and it was 
not hard for us to make friends who had been raised 
in Deaf culture. We attended signed/captioned perfor-
mances at the Paper Mill Playhouse, picnics and sea-
sonal parties, the UCC ASL Festival, Deaf Awareness 
Day at Six Flags, plus meetings and workshops in vari-
ous venues throughout the state, all in sign language. 

When communicating in the hearing world be-
comes harder for us ALDAns due to hearing loss, 
doors close. My hurt and frustration made me want 
to open other doors. As I became more competent at 
communicating in sign language, a new world opened. 
It was similar to learning Spanish via immersion in 
Ecuador. Because of that experience, I had faith that if 
I went to classes and to places where deaf/Deaf people 
congregated, eventually my efforts would bear fruit. 
Learning any language is a never-ending process:  I still 
look up words in my English dictionary; my Spanish 
grammar isn’t perfect, and I miss a lot when people 
sign at a high level or fingerspell fast. But if I can learn 
anything new this week and incorporated it, I’m fine 
with that. 

Next I attended a two- week summer session at 
Gallaudet with one of my UCC classmates. We stud-
ied more ASL and more nonverbal communication. 
The latter means learning to use facial 
expression, body-shifting in order to 

Cynthia Amerman

continued on page 6
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play different characters in a narrative, and setting 
up a scene so that you can explain what is happening 
without having to keep referring to people’s names or 
titles. Once in a while throughout this learning pro-
cess I felt that I would never be able to do those things 
well enough. To the hearing world I was deaf, but 
sometimes I felt blind and uncoordinated in the Deaf 
world. The ASL 5 class was way over my head. I told 
this to the teacher and his response was, “Do the best 
you can.” Again I was brought from my own level to 
a higher one. We learned how to get around a town 
using sign language directions, and much more. 

After we had the signed part of our final exam, we 
studied half the night for the written part. The next 
day, our teacher accompanied us to the Pizzeria Uno 
at Union Station for lunch. We began to think it was 
rather odd to have a final after lunch, even though 
class usually went on into the afternoon. Some of 
us were making little signs under the table, the ASL 
equivalent of whispering. “This is so weird.” “When is 
he going to give us the exam?” After we paid for our 
pizza, the professor asked, “Did you study?”  “Yes,” 
we replied. “Class finish,” he signed.

Never again did I not have to take a final exam at 
Gallaudet. 

After working for three years at the New Jersey 
Association of the Deaf-Blind, during which time I 
learned to use tactile signing, the Rochester Method 
(all fingerspelling), and print-on-palm, I entered the 
master of social work program at Gallaudet, where 
all classes were taught in ASL. I had plenty of exams 
and research papers. Some highlights of the program 
included working in a Baltimore mental health clinic 
that served people with hearing loss, explaining 
Spanish grammar to ASL users in the language lab 
at Gallaudet, and interning at the Center for Global 
Education (CGE—now the Office of International 
Programs). The CGE gave me a grant to take a so-
cial work professor to Guatemala, where we set up 
my internship near the town of Quetzaltenango. This 
entailed more sign language practice, because I com-
municated with my professor in ASL and translated 
Spanish for her. 

My school, the Centro Educativo Para Niños 
Sordos—Educational Center for Deaf Children—
taught subjects in Guatemalan Sign Language, 
called “Lensegua.”  In June-July of 2003 I studied 
Lensegua daily in my work at the Centro Educativo. 
My teacher’s sole objective was to teach sign lan-
guage to new students, parents, staff, and teachers. 

Learning to Sign at 50 (continued)...
continued from page 5

Some parents in these classes were illiterate. One of 
my internship duties entailed explaining the words 
that were on the chalkboard, using a combination of 
Spanish and gestures. Another was to venture into the 
Guatemalan hinterlands in a four-wheel-drive pickup 
on Thursdays, where almost no language I could use 
was helpful. Some indigenous Mayan people don’t 
use Spanish. Here the nonverbal communication part 
of my ASL education prevailed during intakes of deaf 
or blind children. Another job was to accompany the 
itinerant teacher who worked with deaf/hard of hear-
ing children in mainstream classrooms in other towns. 
We taught students and teachers there the Guatemalan 
manual alphabet and some “survival” Lensegua. The 
Guatemalan manual alphabet is about 50% the same 
as the ASL alphabet, and I had been using it since 
2001, so this wasn’t difficult. In the end, I signed 
my Centro Educativo internship farewell speech in 
Lensegua. In part, my ASL preparation had made that 
possible. 

After Gallaudet granted me a master of social 
work degree, I continued to use both Spanish and 
sign language (ASL and Lensegua) in setting up 
Guatemalan study programs and internships. Since 
that time, I’ve met many people with hearing loss in 
Tucson, where my husband Peter and I retired two 
years ago. I feel lucky that my ASL opportunities have 
allowed me to broaden my horizons. Although starting 
sign language at 50 means, in my case, that I will nev-
er use sign language at a native level, I am comfortable 
using ASL in day-to-day communication with people 
in several countries, Canada among them because we 
have the same sign language. Right now Peter and I 
are in northern Canada at my mother’s summer home. 
Yesterday, traveling back from a grocery trip to Parry 
Sound, I saw a highway sign that said “Ontario Camp 
for the Deaf 5 kilometers.” Next time…

This year, Cynthia will lead the newcomer 
workshop at the Seattle ALDAcon. She has been a 
member of ALDA since 1992, and co-founded both 
ALDA-Garden State chapter (in New Jersey) and 
the ALDA-Sonora group (in Arizona). She loves to 
read, write, travel, and take walks with friends. In the 
winter, Cynthia and her husband Peter live in Tucson 
with their daughter and granddaughter, and during 
the summer, they base themselves in Bucks County, 
Pennsylvania, where they can spend time with family 
in the east. Cynthia can be reached at BigRed0822@
aol.com.
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My name is Hoy and I’m going 
deaf.

A little over six years ago I began 
getting dizzy spells, small at first then 
as time went on, very severe. It was 
discovered to be vertigo, accompanied 
by hearing loss. At first, the hearing 
loss part came across to my then wife 
as being “Are you listening to me?” I 
even gave that as the cause, but soon 
tinnitus came on board and along with 
the vertigo, many trips to ear, nose 
and throat guys. I was diagnosed with 
Meniere’s. It’s been fun. 

Upon being told that my hearing 
would continue to get progressively worse and real-
ity set in, I began looking into ASL. Since about 2001 
up till now I’ve taken different classes, but I’ve never 
become proficient enough to comfortably attempt 
speaking to Deaf people. My first teacher was Ashley, 
who was 8 years old and a friend of the family. When 
she found out I was losing my hearing, she started 
sharing ASL letters with me. It seems she was learning 
them in school. She was a treasure.

My second teacher, Doni, was Deaf. She took 
me to Deaf events and to the school she went to as 
a child in Philadelphia where there was a gathering 
of friends, ALL Deaf. That was awesome and scary 
as hell. This was back in Pennsylvania, where I came 
from. Once I got out to Arizona, all connections to 

Going Deaf and Learning to Speak ASL
By Hoy Anderson, Jr.

Deaf people ended, and the lessons 
ended as well. I work for the City of 
Phoenix, which has ASL classes. I be-
gan taking them and realized that ASL 
changes regionally. I had heard that it 
did, but this was now reality.

What I’ve always appreciated is 
that if you don’t use it you lose it, 
and if there is no Deaf contact, then 
practice and functional signing goes. 
One other thing, being “hard or hear-
ing” is the pits! I’d rather be deaf or 
have my hearing, but between hard of 
hearing and deaf, I’ll take deaf any-

time. My biggest problem is and always 
has been that I live and work in a hearing world, so 
it’s hard to shut hearing down and go with ASL. I 
sometimes get to the point where I want to clinically 
kill my hearing, but I just can’t bring myself to do it. 
[Editor’s note: late-deafened people often feel they 
are “between worlds” as well, since they are neither 
hearing nor culturally Deaf.] So here I am living in a 
hearing world, slowly and torturously going deaf.

My name is Hoy and I’m going deaf.
Hoy is 56 and was born in Orlando, Florida. 

He has been married twice. After being divorced, he 
moved to Phoenix, Arizona in 2006 and works for 
the City of Phoenix. He has three sons, one step-
daughter, and three grandchildren. His email address 
is lidman53@aol.com.

Hoy Anderson, Jr.

Candis Shannon, a former Editor-in-Chief of ALDA News, has got herself in quite the situation this time. 
She’s been diagnosed with pleural mesothelioma, the asbestos cancer. She would appreciate warm thoughts and 
prayers of healing. Cards appreciated too!

Her mailing address: PO Box 2014, Eugene, OR 97402

Email: fireweedccs@yahoo.com

Send Candis Your Cards, Thoughts, and Prayers
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No, I’m not talking investments. 
I’ve spent the whole day bonding with 
my new dog! He’s named Biscuit, of all 
things. I’m not even counting the fact 
that that Biscuit slept with me last night, 
or rather on me. What has that got to do 
with being deaf? A lot!  I just lost my be-
loved dog Nader to cancer after 14 years 
of companionship, love and help. I can’t 
tell you how much that animal helped me 
cope with the total loss of my hearing. 
How in the world did Nader understand 
that I didn’t hear the phone ring or know 
someone was knocking at my door? Who 
taught that little animal to bark to let 
Ingrid, who lives downstairs, know she 
wanted in because it was raining but never let 
out a peep by my back door? These are mysteries of cre-
ation that we cannot fathom.

I think Nader would be proud that she had been so 
helpful to me that I couldn’t do without getting another 
dog immediately, although Ingrid felt that in some way 
it was disrespectful to get a new dog so soon.

Yesterday I went to the Humane Society to look 
for help. There was this little forlorn animal in a cage 
with nothing to play with, nowhere to go, and no one 
to drive crazy. BUT he was the right size, had lovely 
markings, and was only a year old. He looked at me 
with hopeful eyes…maybe this lady will get me out of 
here…so he wagged his tail. That did it. That dog will 
fill the bill, I thought—short hair, won’t shed too much, 
a year old so maybe I won’t have to potty train him, 
and really cute markings (brown and black face, mostly 
white body with black spots like a cow, and a black and 
tan tail). 

I had to fill out papers like I was going to a hospi-
tal emergency room. Then I was interviewed to see if I 
was an acceptable person to adopt an animal and care 
for it. I almost backed out with all the questions and 
papers to sign. But on the other hand, I need a dog to 
help me hear, since I live alone (not counting my tenants 
downstairs) and there’s no one in my house when I’m 
sleeping. So I signed all the papers and brought Biscuit 
home. 

What a transformation. He was wild with joy to be 
out of that cage. He made a thorough inspection of my 
house and ate the dog food left from Nader. Although 

Chatting With Harriet: Bonding
By Harriet Frankel

I hadn’t decided whether to let him 
on my bed, Biscuit decided for me. I’ll 
know for sure if anyone tries to break 
in. All night, Biscuit was a jumping jack 
at every sound, walking on my stomach 
and licking my face. He didn’t need any 
orientation for watchdog duty. We both 
finally got to sleep about 2 a.m.

Come morning, he licked my face 
to wake me up, and I put him outside 
and looked for my bedroom slippers. I 
found one. Next, he wiggled his way out 
between the bars of my iron fence. I had 
to put chicken wire over the iron fence 
so he couldn’t squeeze out. 

I’m not going to mention that my house 
smells like you know what. It’s a simple mat-

ter to housebreak a dog. I’ve done it many times but 
now with Biscuit…Did I mention the silver sandals…
chewed up?  What is it about a table leg? It’s not edible, 
but he chewed it anyway, leaving sharp teeth marks. 

Does Biscuit let me know when my phone is ring-
ing?  No! He barks when he feels like it. Does he bark 
when someone is at my door? No! He just barks when 
someone passes my house walking another dog. Do 
I love Biscuit? Yes! He’s adorable, he loves me and is 
ecstatic when he sees me, and of course he will get older 
and calmer. Don’t we all?

My life is empty without a dog. You have to walk 
them and feed them and clean up their mess, but it’s 
worth it, and as a deaf woman, I urge anyone who is 
deaf to get a dog. Specially trained hearing dogs are 
wonderful, but I’m of the opinion that all dogs are won-
derful unless they have been mistreated. 

Hey Biscuit! Come back with that other slipper!  
We’re bonded.    

Harriet was born in Atlanta, Georgia, belongs to 
ALDA-Peach, and has had a hearing loss since early 
childhood. She was a commercial artist and later had 
her own advertising and marketing agency. When her 
hearing deteriorated, she received a cochlear implant 
that was unsuccessful due to previous ear operations. 
Harriet plans to write her autobiography to help others 
with hearing loss. She hopes readers will give her 
feedback at hfrankel123@aol.com because that will 
encourage her to write more. 

Harriet Frankel
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Sign language became a part of my life about 5-1/2 
years ago when I was diagnosed with Meniere’s disease 
(an inner ear disorder that affects the cochlea and causes 
hearing loss).  Since there was nothing the doctors could 
do for me, I decided to be proactive, learn sign language, 
and train my own hearing dog. I also wanted to help 
others do the same, so I have taught some basic sign 
language classes and am working on a book on how 
to train your own hearing dog, including how to teach 
the dog to respond to sign language. My dog knows 77 
signs, which is a great help, as you will see later in my 
story. I think being proactive about hearing loss is very 
important; otherwise, it can get you down, and that is a 
road I am choosing not to stay on.     

Learning sign language and training my dog turned 
out to be invaluable in helping me cope and live with the 
disease. I taught myself sign language with the help of 
my sister, who teaches ASL in my home state. She made 
videos for me and I used the book she uses to teach her 
classes. I use mostly signed English at home, since I nor-
mally speak English, and I am still working on becoming 
more proficient at using true ASL. My husband has also 
learned sign language with me, which has been a real 
blessing. 

Another condition I have because of the disease 
is called the Tullio phenomenon, in which dizziness is 
caused by sound. This means that sounds, especially 
loud noises and even the sound of my own voice, can 
make me dizzy. At these times, sign language is a vi-
tal part of my life because I stop talking to keep from 
becoming dizzier than I already am from the Meniere’s. 
Having a hearing dog that knows so many signs is very 
helpful during these times because I do not have to talk 
to him to tell him what I need. 

When I first learned sign language and had to use it 
in public, I must admit I was scared. I was afraid some-
one who was Deaf would see me and then want to start 
a conversation with me. I just knew I would not be able 
to keep up, and I thought Deaf people’s expectations 
would be high and above my ability. My sister had told 
me that once you learn sign language, you will start run-
ning into people who use it, and she always encouraged 
me to sign to them. She was right—I did start running 
into people who signed. Maybe they were always there 
but I just never noticed, kind of like when you buy a 
new car and then suddenly observe that virtually every-
one on the road is driving the exact same car. 

I discovered that after you learn sign language, you 
also start noticing how many people use their hands 
to talk, and then you start seeing signs you know, even 

The Benefits of Sign Language By Brenda Bell

though the person is not really using sign language. It 
can be funny at times, because to you they seem to be 
saying something with their hands that does not match 
up with their voice, and they have no idea. I have always 
used my hands when I talked, ever since I was a kid. My 
dad used to tease me and say, ok sit on your hands and 
now tell me your story, and I could not do it. So in a 
way, sign language comes naturally to me. 

To help me get over the fear of talking to people 
using sign language, my husband and I went to a Deaf 
coffeehouse. What we found were people who were very 
patient with us, even at our beginning stage, and they 
helped us when we did not know the signs for certain 
words and were trying to fingerspell them. In this situ-
ation, you can forget all the sign language words you 
know and start fingerspelling everything, which hap-
pened to my husband during our coffeehouse outing. He 
and everyone at our table had a good laugh because he 
even forgot how to sign “yes” and “no” and had to fin-
gerspell them, although they are two of the easiest words 
to sign. The evening turned out to be a fun adventure, 
and it helped us overcome the fear of signing in public. 

One of the reasons ALDA has been so helpful to 
us is that the “whatever works” way of communica-
tion takes the pressure off. You can sign if you like and 
practice your skills, you can talk or not, or you can do 
whatever is effective for you regarding communication. 
ALDA has provided a great atmosphere for us to learn 
and grow in our sign language skills, as well as an op-
portunity to meet new and old friends and fellowship 
with them. Everyone who signs has been more than 
happy to help, just like at the Deaf coffeehouse. They 
correct us if we use the wrong sign and are patient with 
our slow signing. Although I still have hearing, I do not 
hear as well as I used to and do not understand people 
as easily I used to, especially in public places. So for me, 
learning sign language was one of the best gifts I have 
been able to give myself. I encourage all of you who 
would like to learn and use sign language, but are afraid 
like we were, to go for it because it is not as scary in real 
life applications as it may seem to be. Trust me, I know!  
Happy signing. 

Brenda is originally from Indiana and moved to 
the Seattle, Washington area after a tour of duty in 
the Army, where she served as a generator mechanic 
stationed both in the United States and overseas. She 
still enjoys fixing things around the house when she 
is able, and she also likes gardening. Brenda shares 
her life with her wonderful, supportive husband 
and her hearing dog. She can be contacted at 
inthearmsofjesus@msn.com.
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Although there are many things you 
can leave to chance as a late-deafened 
adult, one decision is inevitable: Sooner 
or later you have to choose which com-
munication techniques you’re going to 
use. 

Some people think lipreading is the 
way to go. I tried that route once and 
ended up being smacked. It’s amazing 
how much “The layers are really fine” 
looks like “That lady is really fat!” After 
months of classes and studying, I feel it’s 
safe to say that I cannot lipread. Even now we have a 
game in which my husband Kenny or one of the kids 
will say something without signing and I have to guess 
what they’re saying. It provides plenty of comic relief!

Amidst all the communication choices, only one 
seemed to match my skill level and aptitude, and that 
was sign language.

I was comfortable with signing. It came natu-
rally to me. I started off with Contact Sign (formerly 
Pidgin Sign English or PSE) and later switched over 
to American Sign Language. Of my three children, 
only one learned to speak before they learned sign 
language. Mollie was only three years old, though, so 
it came easily to her. My husband? Not so much. But 
we’ll discuss that later.

Although becoming deaf isn’t funny, if you look 
close enough, three’s humor in everything. Take my 
grandmother’s funeral, for example. I was sitting, 
waiting for the service to begin, when my younger 
sister abruptly sat down next to me, wide-eyed, and 
slowly signed “I’m Satan!” Well, let me tell you that 
Satan is one being I do not want at a funeral. She’d ac-
tually meant to sign, “I’m paranoid,” referring to her 
weight, but it was too late. The fear had already set in.

After the eulogy, I was in tears, having lost some-
one near and dear to my heart. My mother came up to 
me, embraced me, and then lovingly signed, “It’s OK, 
sweetie. Grandma’s with the queen.” Ah! I can see 
her even now, in the back of a chariot, waving to the 
crowd in all of her glory.

Late-Deafened Life—We’re All in It Together:
The Misadventures of Sign Language
By Michele J. Bornert

As I mentioned earlier, it took a little 
longer for my husband to get out of the 
habit of improvising or even creating 
new signs. If it’s just the two of us, I 
laugh and let it go. But sometimes, well, 
let’s just say it doesn’t work out.

Picture this: we were at an impor-
tant meeting, surrounded by ten other 
Deaf people, when Kenny decided to 
chime in. Great, I thought. It’ll be nice 

to see his input into the conversation. So he 
started signing and all was going well un-

til he signed (or should I say, means to sign) “That’s 
perfect! I can make a deposit!” But that’s not what he 
signed. Oh, no. Not even close. Between his “perfect” 
being a “P” on his nose and his “deposit” showing 
what that “P” does, all I could do was blush and try 
to keep my eyes on the floor. Everyone else in the 
room stared at him in disbelief…with a few chuckles 
to boot. But everyone seemed to have a good sense of 
humor, and it was quickly forgotten as we moved on. 
I, however, continue to this day to tease him about his 
imaginative choice of signs.

So, as you can see, sign language is useful, but 
you’d better beware—there’s always someone watch-
ing. Suffice it to say that Kenny’s signing has dramati-
cally improved, and he’s very good now. Me? I used 
sign language to open my own business and to possi-
bly become a certified Deaf interpreter.

Will signing make your life easier? Perhaps. 
Especially if you have friends and family willing to 
learn, too. Will it solve all of your problems? Nothing 
can do that. But if you do decide to go the signing 
route, just be careful to mind your P’s and, uh, bodily 
functions.

Michele J. Bornert resides in Grand Rapids, MI, 
with her husband and three children, all of whom sign. 
She now owns Deaf Expressions, where she teaches 
ASL and many workshops and presentations. Visit her 
online at DeafExpressions.net. You can reach her by 
email at DeafExpressions05@gmail.com.

Michele J. Bornert
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Editor’s note: this article is condensed 
from one that appeared in the March-April, 
1991 ALDA News. Bill is a co-founder of 
ALDA.

Ever since I became deaf during the 
1970s, I have depended on my unremark-
able lipreading skills to communicate 
with my family. It hasn’t been a piece of 
cake. My three brothers speak South Side 
Chicago—which means they tend to mum-
ble a lot—and two of them have mustaches, 
further complicating my tenacious attempts to 
identify words. My mother was better at elocution and 
had Jobian patience, but having a verbal exchange with 
her beyond five or six sentences often proved an exas-
perating experience for us both.

For many years, I accepted my lack of access to 
family conversation as an unavoidable consequence of 
my hearing loss. I didn’t know any easy way to com-
municate. When alone with me, my mother and broth-
ers spoke slower and usually remembered to look at 
me. I felt we were all doing the best we could under the 
circumstances.

After I learned sign language, however, my feelings 
changed. I became active in organizations and social 
networks that included people who used sign language. 
I taught sign to many of my co-workers, some of 
whom became close friends. I communicated more eas-
ily and often with these new friends and acquaintances 
than I did with members of my family. Consequently, I 
began to experience increasing tension, anger, and re-
sentment at having to understand my family by lipread-
ing alone.

But if you asked me then whether I wanted my 
family to learn sign language, I couldn’t have given 
you a firm yes or no. I had strong but conflicting feel-
ings about it. On the one hand, I definitely wanted my 
family to learn sign language because I felt I was put-
ting forth most of the energy so we could continue to 
communicate on their terms. Why couldn’t they meet 
me halfway by learning a few signs or at least learn to 
fingerspell? In my angriest moments, I would interpret 
their lack of effort as a lack of love for me. If they re-
ally cared, I told myself, they’d learn some signs.

On the other hand, I experienced an intense shame 

and guilt about my deafness, even though 
I was in no way responsible for it. I felt 
that my deafness had destroyed the fam-
ily status quo and that the Grahams could 
not be themselves with me around. I hated 
being a burden. I wanted our dinner table 
conversations to go on as they always had. 
Learning sign language would change the 
way my family acted, and solely for my 
benefit. Deafness was my problem, not 
theirs. In my most guilt-ridden moments, 
I didn’t want members of my family to 
inconvenience themselves for me in any 

way whatsoever.

As a result of these conflicting feelings, I gave my 
family mixed messages about learning sign language. 
I often acted enormously upset when I had to lipread 
them at length, yet at the same time I never encouraged 
them to learn sign. My emotional conflict was put to a 
test one year when my brother’s wife, Bobbie, asked me 
to teach the family sign language. Her intentions were 
unquestionably good, of course, and a part of me felt 
good that she asked. But another part of me rebelled 
and was offended that I should be asked to earn com-
munication access to my own family. I felt it was like 
being asked to teach them all how to cook so we could 
eat together. I stalled on her question for several weeks 
before telling Bobbie that I felt they would all learn 
better if taught by an experienced person in a formal 
class setting.

So I did not teach my brother’s family sign lan-
guage. Eventually, all of my brothers and my sister-in-
law took an introductory sign language class. But they 
went no further and most of the signs they learned 
were gradually forgotten. After my mother died, our 
get-togethers occurred less frequently and now when 
we meet I am back to lipreading them entirely. 

When I began dating Karina, another family came 
into my world, the Kozlowskis. For reasons I cannot 
fully explain, I lipread Karina’s mother about as well 
as I lipread Big Bird. It wasn’t long before she stopped 
trying to communicate with me directly. Whenever she 
had something to share with me, she would turn to 
Karina and say “Tell Bill…,” and Karina would sign it 
for me. After Karina and I were married last August, 
I was startled when Mrs. Kozlowski, at the age of 56, 
suddenly became a student 

ALDA in the Family
By Bill Graham

continued on page 12

Bill Graham
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of sign language. Slowly and without fanfare, she 
amassed a sizable library of sign language books and 
videotapes. 

So far, the results of Mrs. Kozlowski’s efforts have 
been less than extraordinary. When she is in a hurry or 
wants to tell an amusing story, she still turns to Karina 
and says “Tell Bill…” But she’s making progress. She 
now can ask me a variety of everyday questions in sign. 
And when my lipreading stalls, she fingerspells a word 
or two to get me over the hump.

How have I reacted to Mrs. Kozlowski’s endeavors 
with sign language? At the beginning, I figured that, 
like most people, she would throw in the towel after a 
month or two. But as she earnestly kept at it, I found 
myself silently cheering her on. After she learned some 
sign language, my defenses seemed to fall away one by 
one. By putting a small dent in my communication bar-
rier, Mrs. Kozlowski opened a wide path to my heart. 

ALDA In The Family (continued)...
continued from page 11

1. Open a door to discovery 

2. Find myself 

3. Find my voice 

4. Find emotional and educational support 

5. Find I am not alone; I am part of a group 

6.  Find a community where we all share our expe-
riences, barriers and coping strategies, and an 
opportunity to learn from others 

7.  Find people who know about what I am going 
through 

8.  Find people who not only know what I am going 
through but also what I will be going through 
down the road 

9.  Participate in a level of empathy and shared 
experiences that support the soul 

10.  Find new friends—hard of hearing, deafened, 
deaf, hearing, locally and internationally 

11. Find a family 

12.  Learn more about myself as a late-deafened/
hard of hearing person 

13.  Connect with personal and accurate informa-
tion specifically applicable to my hearing loss 

14. Find new coping skills 

15. Learn how to educate others about hearing loss 

16.  Keep up with the technology and advocacy is-
sues that face us 

17. Learn how to advocate for myself and others 

18.  Visit places, both geographical and emotional, 
that I have never visited before through ALDA’s 
annual conference, ALDAcon, which serves 
as both a personal awakening and a “family 
reunion” 

19.  Become a “buddy” to a newcomer 

20.  Find a purpose and meaning to life 

All ALDA members are encouraged to join the 
ALDA-ideas email list. To do so, send an email to 
ALDA-ideas-subscribe@yahoogroups.com.

Top 20 Reasons to Join ALDA
Compiled by the ALDA-ideas email list

Sign Language Puns

How do mathematicians communicate?

 Sine language.

How did the Israelites in the Promised Land com-
municate?

 Zion language.

How do naval cadets communicate?

 Ensign language.

How do couturiers communicate?

 Design language.

How do lighthouse keepers communicate?

 Shine language.

How do people communicate on New Year’s Eve?

 Auld Lang Syne language.

How did Gertrude communicate at the Bavarian 
Oktoberfest?

 Stein language.

How do heirs communicate?

 Scion language.

How do lovers communicate?

 Sighin’ language.

How do tech writers communicate?

 Manually.
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As I’ve written before, I became 
deafened at age 19 before there were 
cochlear implants, captioning, or 
ALDA!  No one tried harder than I did 
to function as a hard of hearing person, 
but it was frustrating and exhausting. 
I doubt that “Robin” and “shy” have 
ever been used in the same sentence—
like my father, I’m one of those “never 
met a stranger” kind of people. But 
after my deafness, I found myself hid-
ing behind a book or “bluffing.”  I have 
always felt that people were one of the 
best gifts God has given us, and I was 
so miserable.

So yes, I learned sign language. And with-
out going into detail, I learned American Sign 
Language (ASL). I became very active in the culturally 
Deaf community, took lots of classes intended for inter-
preters, and met some very patient Deaf people. Instead 
of being limited to one-on-one conversations, I could 
PARTY again!

Yet often at ldachat@yahoogroups.com (a free 
group that’s not related to ALDA), I see a lot of mis-
conceptions. People often refer to their struggles 
with learning ASL. It’s true, learning American Sign 
Language is HARD!  It’s a foreign language and re-
quires as much, if not more, effort than learning 
German or Spanish or any other foreign language. 

I use my ASL skills regularly when visiting with my 
culturally Deaf friends. That said, my first language 
will always be English. If I am the only deaf person 
present, I prefer the interpreter to use something more 
English-oriented. I love our CART providers and ap-
preciate their skills, but I still prefer a sign language 
interpreter. I want to look at a person, not a screen, 

ASL vs. Sign Language
By Robin Titterington

and I can get more of the “emotion” 
via an interpreter. That’s me!

But for most deafened adults, 
ASL need not be the goal. If you want 
to learn it and have lots of places to 
practice with culturally Deaf adults, 
go for it. But many of us don’t have 
Deaf/deaf friends with whom to sign. 
So my suggestion is, learn a little!  I 
find that even if a hearing person 
simply knows the “ABCs,” it takes a 
tremendous amount of stress off me 
for not having to carry the full burden 
of communication. Learning “some 
sign language” may be a much more 

realistic goal for many deafened people than 
learning ASL, a foreign language.

I sign everywhere. When I order fast food, I sign!  
When I pay for my purchases in the pharmacy, I sign. 
When I order tickets, I sign. And guess what?  At each 
of these events over the years, I have found someone 
who knows “just a little sign.”  And that helps SO 
much!

Here’s what I would tell other late-deafened adults: 
Losing your hearing is hard enough. Don’t beat your-
selves up if learning sign language isn’t easy for you. If 
you and the people around you learn just a little to ease 
your hard work of communication, that’s using “what-
ever works!”

Robin is originally from upstate New York but has 
been in Georgia for 30 years. She is a past president 
of ALDA. When not volunteering for ALDA-Peach, 
Robin can be found hugging the furries, cheering 
the Braves, or reading. She can be contacted at 
furriesmom@comcast.net.

Robin Titterington
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[At the Witches’ Academy of 
Salem, twelve-year-old Caitlin Leo 
has hopes that she will finally fit in, 
unlike in her mainstreamed public-
school experience, where she stuck 
out as “the weird one.” She’s been 
lucky so far, making friends and 
enjoying her magic-working classes...
most of the time.]

By the end of lunchtime, Cait 
truly had enough. Meg was trying to tell her 
something about half-term and racing, but the other 
girls at their table, Penny included, had been yakking 
and giggling so loudly about this kid at BWIS (“29 
detentions!”) that Meg gave up, mouthing at Cait, “tell 
you later.” 

“But you always forget,” Cait protested as Meg 
picked up her bag, waved at her, and headed out 
the door. Cait stared at her half-eaten sandwich and 
fumed. She had been watching Meg so intently, trying 
to understand her story, that she didn’t even get to eat 
her own sandwich. This was not working. And how 
long were these new friends going to put up with her if 
she couldn’t even understand their stories at lunchtime? 
Time to find out what kind of accommodations magi-
cal schools offered. 

Cait stomped all the way across the courtyard, 
bookbag swinging madly at her hip. Once she arrived 
at the infirmary, they informed her that no, magic 
couldn’t fix her ears. But then they gave her what 
looked like a single golden blossom on a long and leaf-
less golden vine. “This trumpet vine knows what to 
do. You wear it necklace style. Whenever you want to 
listen to something in particular, the blossom end will 
take itself over to the sound you want to hear.”

At suppertime that night, Cait took the trumpet 
vine from her bookbag with a thrill of excitement and 
draped it about her shoulders. As she settled into her 
place at table, she heard Meg gabbing about school 
sports and half-term to Penny, Minna, and a couple of 
other classmates, As soon as Cait leaned forward to get 
some of the details, the golden blossom snaked over 
to hover above Meg’s plate. Her words now stood out 
clearly among the background chatter. “…and when 
you’re second-year, you get to try out for teams—what 
the heck is THAT?” Cait jumped back at Meg’s sur-
prised shout, and then other voices chimed into her 

ear: “Can I see?” “Oh that’s pretty!” 
“I’ve never seen one of those. What’s 
it do?”

The trumpet vine became a 
zooming blur as it approached this 
person, now that one, now another. 
All eyes were now on Cait’s new 
“jewelry.” Even Elsbeth leaned over 
from the next table, genuinely in-
terested in the device. Claire, on the 

other hand, turned away with a toss of her 
hair, striking up a lively conversation with Amanda.

“This helps me hear better,” began Cait. “The blos-
som end here picks up the sound—”

“Is that real gold? It looks like something to wear 
to parties,” interrupted a townie. And the conversa-
tion swerved to dances and half-term and Cait lost her 
chance to explain.

“You could totally design a prom dress around 
that,” remarked another girl.

Penny’s voice cut through the babble. “Guys, it’s 
just a trumpet vine. Can we get back to talking about 
half-term? Like do we really get to team up with the 
boys from BWIS?”

“Yeah, that’s right, boys!” boomed Meg’s overam-
plified voice as Cait yanked the vine from her ear. “My 
brother told me they’re going to set up for racing and 
clambake and everything right in front of the boys’ 
school.” Cait put the earpiece back in place as Meg’s 
voice went back to a normal volume.

“We get to see their school?” Even Minna’s soft 
question carried across the table. And as long as Cait 
kept track of who talked when, the trumpet vine knew 
where to go, and the conversation swirling about her 
was understandable. She missed only one sentence 
when Selkie Girl came up behind her and started 
talking before Cait realized she had joined the con-
versation. Cait’s eyes shone as everyone got up to go 
to Astronologia class. “Maybe now I’ll finally have a 
clue as to what Ms. Mumbler Pitts is saying,” she told 
Penny.

But as soon as the vine snaked its way to the 
teacher during her incomprehensible lecture, Ms. Pitts 
squinted at it and frowned. “We cannot allow such 
bright objects to disturb the light levels in this room” 
were the only words that Cait heard 

Excerpt from A Handful of Spells, a novel in progress 
By Kimberley A. Shaw

Kimberly A. Shaw

continued on page 15
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clearly before the vine bounced back to her as if it 
had hit some invisible barrier. “…should simply listen 
more…” was the next phrase she caught. Cait nearly 
retorted that the vine WAS how she listened, but she 
didn’t want to risk getting detention. 

While Cait drew lightning zigzags in her 
Astronologia text, she consoled herself with the 
thought that at least the trumpet vine was bound to 
go over better in Graycliff’s class the next day. No low 
light levels there to worry about, and it would be so 
nice to not have to ask her to repeat those blackboard 
speeches. 

The first part of the lecture went well, with the 
trumpet vine resting lightly on Cait’s shoulders as 
Graycliff described how to tell a real animal from a 
person disguised with a glamour spell. “Their tracks 
will look different,” continued Graycliff as she reached 
for a piece of chalk. “If it’s a human in disguise, you 
will see a shape like this—” Graycliff turned towards 
the blackboard and began drawing a paw-shaped set 
of ovals. She mumbled something as she drew, and the 
trumpet vine obediently sailed off towards her. A shriek 
blasted into Cait’s ear as the bright blossom came 
within Graycliff’s line of sight. “Unspell that creeper 
now!” she demanded as she turned to face the class. 
“Oh, it’s yours.” Her eyes traced the vine back to Cait. 
“Kindly explain what this is and why it’s here.” 

“I’m hard of hearing, and this helps me hear all of 
your lectures,” Cait said. Graycliff raised her glasses 
and gazed at the trumpet vine for a long moment, then 
gave a slow nod.

“Ah, well, let’s proceed with our tracks, then.” But 
as Graycliff continued at the blackboard, her drawings 
were shaky and she kept looking back over her shoul-
der as if a whole crowd of trumpet vines were about to 
follow the first one. 

For the rest of that semester, Zoomorphia lectures 
were punctuated by startled shrieks.

[One month later, Meg’s family takes Cait and 
Penny to see a professional “Broomball” game. No, 
not the version played on ice.]

At this moment, the point stone plopped into the 
river, and a roar went up from the crowd. Meg el-
bowed them both as the trumpet vine swung over to 
catch what she was saying. “Flitters just got themselves 
14 points, guys! They’re in a tie with the Spiders. 

What a wicked, awesome game!”

Halftime now.

A school of nixies gave a choreographed perfor-
mance with lots of gravity-defying leaps out of the 
water, followed by a team of broomriders demonstrat-
ing something that seemed to have no rules, as they un-
seated each other while zooming at unbelievable speeds 
above the stadium space, then popping back onto their 
brooms in midair.

“That’s pro broom derby all the way!” said Meg, 
who beamed as she watched Cait’s confused look. 
“Aren’t they amazing? It’s a new West Coast inven-
tion.”

 Cait nodded. “I want to see more of that. Lots 
more!”

As the gray-and-green-clad broom-derby team fin-
ished their demonstration and flew towards the bleach-
ers opposite them, a flicker of motion caught Cait’s 
eye. That broomball player was signing! One hand was 
gripping his broom while the other was moving in the 
rhythm of conversation. Holding her breath, she kept 
her gaze on the player and the person he was signing 
to—only to see that other player answered with signs 
of her own. As the rest of the team settled into their 
seats, she watched them. They were all signing among 
themselves. She stared at them openly, envying their 
smooth flow of effortless conversation. No hunkering 
forward to concentrate on fugitive syllables. No frown 
lines from staring at ever-so-slight and ever-so-fleeting 
mouth movements. No fragile vines to watch out for 
while flying. No interruptions of “What? What?”

The signed sentences flowed quickly and seamlessly 
from person to person. Cait remembered her Signed 
English class back in fourth grade, where the sentences 
were so long and hopelessly cluttered up with many ex-
tra signs. Not at all like these swiftly flowing thoughts!

“Meg! Who’s that team? Where are they from?” 
demanded Cait.

“Wow, chill! That’s what all the pro broom-derby 
teams look like,” Meg answered.

Cait shook her head. “Do they all gab in Sign? 
Look!” She pointed across the river, where conversa-
tion continued to flow from hand to hand among the 
team.

“There was an announcement earlier about who 
they were, but I wasn’t really paying attention,” Meg 
admitted sheepishly.

continued on page 16

Excerpt from A Handful of Spells (continued)...
continued from page 14
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“Maybe we could find out from their team colors,” 
offered Penny. 

Now Cait noticed that not all the gray-and-green-
clad broom-derby players were in their seats yet; some 
stood, still holding their brooms. From time to time, 
they tossed glances over to where their coach stood 
conversing with a tall-hatted golden-robed woman. She 
nodded, and then the coach turned towards the team 
and signed “OK, go!” Each of them grabbed a small 
pouch and got back on their broomstick for another 
circuit around the stadium.

Without warning, the air filled with tiny flashing 
silver birds with green wings. Cait caught one gently—
no, it now wasn’t a bird at all, but a silvery sheet of 
paper lettered in green ink: “Seattle Eagles—See us 
in New York City—February 2008.” As soon as she 
finished reading it, the paper folded in on itself, and a 
small bird again sat in her hand.

If only she had a broom! Cait was dying to fly right 
across the water to this team, but no—the game was 
beginning again, and gold-robed officials were making 
sure that everyone stayed within the seating area.

The Eagles were settled again on their bleacher—all 
of them this time—and the last of the foil birds disap-
peared into the eager hands of spectators.

While everyone poured out of the stadium at the 
end of the game, Cait tried to catch the attention of 
the broom-derby players, but the crowd was too thick. 
Hordes of people crowded around the triumphant 
Flitters, hoping for autographs, while the rest of the 
crowd tried to arrive first at the boat parking or up 
the bank to the street. A flash of green and silver-gray 
flickered above the crowd, and Cait looked up as the 
broomball team coasted into “V” formation on their 
brooms over the river. There was a moment of simul-
taneous eye-contact, and a synchronized wand-wave 
as they hovered. Then as they flew off, they blurred up 
and vanished.

“What did they just do?” gasped Cait.

“Advanced weatherworking,” answered Meg’s big 
sister. “There’s a way to call up winds to bring you 
from coast to coast quickly, but you have to be a very 
good magician and an extremely good broomrider to 
pull it off. Can’t blame them for showing off—they’re 
amazingly good flyers.”

As chatter surrounded Cait on the way back to the 

Excerpt from A Handful of Spells (continued)...
continued from page 15

Ainslee’s house, she could only daydream of what she 
had just seen—a whole team of signing magicwork-
ers. Were they all Deaf? Some of them? Was there a 
Deaf magical school the way there was a school for 
voodoo and another for Native American magic? She 
had to meet this signing team. Her new friends were 
great, and the trumpet vine did make things a whole 
lot easier, but the way these people signed looked easier 
still. How was she going to meet them? And February 
was so far away. Maybe there would be an East Coast 
game sooner than then. Or practices. But where? And 
how would she get there? One way or another, Cait 
was going to find these signers.

When not fact-checking for A Handful of Spells 
in Washington D.C. and Salem, Massachusetts, 
Kimberley Shaw shares a hundred-year-old house in 
Roslindale, Massachusetts with her wife and their five 
cats. She’s been hard of hearing since always (ergo, she 
has firsthand pre-ADA mainstreamed public school 
experience), has been signing for five years, and dearly 
wishes to have her own trumpet vine. She can be 
contacted at skifoot@gmail.com.
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It is hard to believe that 
Muhammad Akram has only been 
involved with ALDA for less than two 
years. He became aware of ALDA 
through an international group for 
hard of hearing people and asked him-
self why there were no international 
ALDA groups. After joining ALDA, 
he worked tirelessly to establish an 
international group, and in early 2009 
he organized ALDA-Asia Pacific, the 
first international ALDA chapter. He 
is also working hard to improve the 
lives of all people with disabilities. 
ALDA’s newly redesigned website will 
include Akram’s story of what he went 
through to set up the international 
chapter. For now, please take the next 
few minutes to read why Muhammad 
Akram is “one of us.” 

Name: Muhammad Akram (Akram). 

Where were you born? Karachi, the biggest city of 
Pakistan, where I still live.

What is the cause of your deafness? Meningitis. 

Age/year you became deafened? I think it was some-
where around age 15-16. 

Marital status? Single, never married. 

What is your present job?  IT professional. I do pro-
gramming, networking, web development, etc. 

What is the worst job you ever had?  I think it was 
accounting. I did this along with my programming job, 
but soon I handed over that responsibility to someone 
else. I don’t like counting money.

Movies you want to see again? I now seldom watch 
movies, and I don’t like watching one a second time. 

Books you tell others to read? Urdu ka pehla Qida 
(in English, the name would be The First Book of Urdu), 
a humor book by Ibn-e-Insha.

 I stay home to watch: I don’t watch TV, as I am 
always busy on the computer chatting, emailing, work-
ing on the web for the disabled people’s organization 
(DPO), etc.

Favorite pig-out food: bread filled with potato, yo-
gurt and salad. 

Hobbies: In the past, swimming—I was a member 
of a miniature golf and swimming pool club, but now 

chatting and supporting people with 
disabilities (PWDs) is my hobby and 
mission.

If I had more free time, I’d: help 
more people.

The hardest things about becom-
ing deafened: I can’t go to college 
because there is no support at a higher 
level for deafened people. And phone 
calls always bother me, since many of 
the people who are in contact with me 
are not comfortable with using SMS 
back and forth. New contacts often 
don’t understand my situation and 
ring and ring my mobile.

You said you cannot go to college. 
Does that mean if you applied they 
would not accept you because you are 

deaf or is it because they would not provide ac-
commodations? In the past, they would have refused to 
enroll me because I am deaf, but not anymore, because 
now I know my rights and how to stand up for them. 
But the problem is that accommodations are not avail-
able. Neither the government nor the colleges offer any 
support, so attending would just waste my time, money, 
and energy. 

Can you give us an idea of what it is like for you on 
a daily basis as a late-deafened adult?  How do people 
respond to you socially and professionally when you tell 
them you are deaf? Normally I don’t have much trouble 
in my daily chores. Some small problems exist, though, 
such as having to have people repeat or write down 
what they are saying at shops, etc. This is especially diffi-
cult when the other person is illiterate or doesn’t want to 
understand other people’s problems. Such people some-
times make fun of me, ignore me, or refuse to repeat or 
write what they said. Another problem in daily life is 
making voice phone calls. Although text messaging is 
now very common, service providers like taxis do not 
publish a number where I can text to get service. This is 
often a problem for me, and I am working on this issue 
by raising awareness and pushing them to publish at 
least one number for text messaging. 

I don’t like people to pity and try to help me, so 
I usually avoid sitting in groups with hearing people. 
Most people are kind, but after knowing I am deaf-
ened, they usually smile and stop saying anything. Just 
last week, I went to a conference, and before it began, 
there was a dinner party. 

By Dave Litman, Curator

Muhammad Akram

continued on page 18

One of Us
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continued from page 17

The host’s volunteers were talking and helping all the 
participants. When a volunteer came over to me, he said 
something and I indicated that I am deaf. The volunteer 
was puzzled, didn’t know what to say, then smiled and 
gave a “thumbs up” signal as way of asking me if all 
was well. I responded with thumbs up and he started 
talking with other participants. This is the usual re-
sponse; people just stop talking and leave. Many don’t 
feel comfortable with written communication, so there 
the amount of conversation I have is much less than 
when I was hearing. 

From my experience, late-deafened people don’t 
have a good social life or a big social circle. Culturally 
Deaf people have their own community and their own 
social life as minority group. Hard of hearing people 
use speechreading, but often deafened people lack both 
signing and speechreading skills. [Editor’s note: Many 
hard of hearing people also lack speechreading skills. 
However, hard of hearing people who can speechread 
combine this skill with the use of their residual hearing; 
it is very difficult to speechread without residual hear-
ing to “fill in the blanks.”] Therefore, deafened people 
experience more trouble, stress, and frustration, and 
their social life is somewhat limited. I am very thankful 
for the computer and Internet, which provide a barrier-
free virtual life, enabling me to expand my social circle 
as much as I like, take part in group discussions online, 
etc. but in real life my social life (with friends, family, 
and other relatives) is somewhat limited.

When did you begin accepting your deafness?  I 
can’t recall exactly, but it happened slowly. 

The worst thing about deafness is: There is nothing 
wrong with deafness—the problems are due to barriers 
in the environment and the attitudes of society.

The best thing about deafness is: The world becomes 
peaceful. There is no noise, even on busy streets with lot 
of vehicles.

How did you learn about ALDA? I was in 
Hungary to attend a leadership course organized by 
the International Federation of Hard of Hearing Young 
People (IFHOHYP), and there I heard about ALDA, so 
on returning home I visited the ALDA web in September 
2007.

I know you have worked hard to set up an interna-
tional ALDA group, ALDA-Asia Pacific. How did you 
find people? As I am active in the disability movement, I 
have many links to members in many disability forums. 
So most them I found online. 

How do you maintain a connection? By email and 

instant messaging.

Are you ever able to meet the members? As I travel 
a lot and attend conferences, seminars, etc., I have met 
most of our members.

In what ways has deafness enhanced your life? 
Deafness changed my life totally. Otherwise, I might 
have gotten an ordinary job, married, and lived my own 
life with my family. But now I feel that I am giving in-
stead of taking, by supporting others, and I believe that 
I am doing much more than what I would have done if I 
were not deafened. Deafness brought me a bigger world 
to work in, with many challenges and opportunities.

When I am depressed: If I am at home, I lie down 
and relax. Sometimes I prefer to start chatting with 
friends online, not about the matter that is depressing 
me but about anything else.

My most irrational fear is: I can’t think any such 
fear.

If I could hear again, the first thing I would do is: I 
am not sure I would like to have normal hearing again, 
but I’d like to hear with a cochlear implant because I 
could take it off anytime and come back to my silent 
and peaceful world. I’d like to listen to my little niece, as 
I never know what she is talking to me about.

One thing I can’t stand is: Lying and backbiting.

Favorite memory: When I was studying for my com-
puter diploma and beat all the hearing students in my 
first exam.

Favorite saying: “Hope is the door of struggle that 
eventually brings success.” (Akram)

The bottom line is: Knowledge is power! A sincere 
and motivated person can do a lot with this power. 
Never underestimate yourself—even though you are 
only one person, you can initiate a positive change that 
can improve the lives of millions in future.
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Call to ALDA members! Your region directors need 
your help! We have been receiving great emails from 
all over from potential ALDAns. Many would like to 
join but are hesitant if there isn’t a group/chapter in 
their area. If you are an ALDA member living in any of 
the following areas and would like to be in touch with 
others who want to help start a group/chapter near you, 
please contact your region director.

For Region 2: Michelle Lewis, rd2@alda.org
Grand Rapids, Michigan •	
Kansas City•	
Indianapolis •	
St. Louis •	
Minneapolis •	

For Region 4: Kim Mettache, rd4@alda.org
 Los Angeles (and surrounding cities within a •	
1-1/2 hour drive)
Denver•	
Salt Lake City•	
Las Vegas.•	
Murrietta, California•	

We hope to “hear” from you soon!

ALDA best,

Michelle Lewis and Kim Mettache

When I was 
becoming deaf 
with a severe-to-
profound loss, I 
decided to learn 
ASL. I also studied 
ASL linguistics to 
understand how the 
language works. 
I attended ASL I 
and ASL II taught 
by Deaf instructors 
at a local evening 
school. I read all 
the best books 
about Deaf culture 
and embraced that point 
of view. The instructors encouraged the class to at-
tend Deaf theater, Deaf clubs, and silent dinners. Two 
years later I become profoundly deaf in both ears and 
then really needed a better communication system than 
pencil and paper. I was the only deaf person in my fam-
ily and among my friends. I taught a few signs to some 
friends, and my daughter enrolled in ASL I. Several 
friends learned fingerspelling. I attended an intensive 
ASL summer class at Gallaudet, where I learned how 
little I knew. 

However, using ASL only worked with Deaf friends 
and others who already knew ASL. After five years of 
being deaf, I decided to get a cochlear implant. Soon 
concentrating on hearing again, I stopped practicing 
ASL and stopped taking ASL classes. With electronic 
sound for four years now, my ASL has deteriorated 
badly and I can barely communicate with signers at 
all. I meet deaf and Deaf people who sign, and I would 
like to communicate with them. Thus, although I am 
late-deafened with implanted sound, I am returning to 
learning ASL. I am not often in the “country” where 
ASL is used, but when I’m there, I like to be able to 
speak the language. 

After 25 years as a college English teacher, 
Margreta retired and moved to the San Francisco Bay 
area. She is a writer and has been an ALDA member 
for 8 years. Margreta had a moderate hearing loss for 
30 years, was late-deafened for 9 years, and received 
a cochlear implant 4 years ago. She has a son and 
daughter and 5 grandchildren and can be contacted at 
mvpein@yahoo.com.

Help Others Who Want to Start an 
ALDA Chapter Near You By Margreta von Pein 

Sign Language and Late-Deafness

Margreta von Pein

Be sure to use the following address, including 
“’Suite 2,” to ensure delivery:

ALDA, Inc.

8038 Macintosh Lane, Suite 2

Rockford, IL 61107-5336

SENDING MAIL
TO ALDA?
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Travel is fatal to prejudice, bigotry, and narrow-mindedness - Mark Twain

Greetings from “our world” in ALDA to all, 

We responded via email to recent communications from Uganda and India. Additionally, the IC aims for four 
new sponsored members during 2010: some of us will ask our families for $25 to sponsor a new international 
member of ALDA (from the WHO listing of deserving countries) in lieu of a holiday gift this year. Contact us if 
you would also like to be an international sponsor.

We are privileged to participate in discussions among members of the ALDA-Asia Pacific Group, led by 
Akram in Pakistan; there is so much to learn and share. We hope all members of this group will be able to attend 
an ALDAcon someday. Meanwhile, we share a message from ALDA member Ishaque Mia in Bangladesh, with 
permission (edited by LS): 

I’d like to share a case study that illustrates the situation in my country for hard of hearing people. 
Shahnaz, a 14-year-old hearing impaired girl, lives in the Chittagong District. When she was very young, 
her mother took her to a village doctor and then to a traditional herbal doctor, but neither was able to 
remedy her situation. Sadly, Shahnaz’s father died when she was only one year old. She lives with her 
mother and two sisters. 

Although it was a financial struggle for her family, Shahnaz was able to complete her schooling up to 
Class Seven. She enjoyed learning and wanted to continue on, but her interest was only met with resis-
tance. She recalls one teacher suggesting that there was no point in her getting an education because of 
her disability and that even if she were to finish school, she wouldn’t get a job anyway. As a result, her 
education was cut short. 

Bangladesh Protibandhi Kallyan Somity (BPKS) began implementing the Persons with Disabilities 
Self-Initiative to Development (PSID) program in her area in 2008. Shahnaz found out about the pro-
gram in the context of the baseline survey that BPKS undertook in the area. At first, she and her fam-
ily were not optimistic about what BPKS might have to offer, as they had found that the NGOs (non-
governmental organizations) they had been involved with in the past were not very supportive of people 
with disabilities. However, after her mother met with the facilitator at the Chittagong PSID Center (a 
BPKS center), Shahnaz decided to become a member and quickly got involved in the training being of-
fered. She commented that after taking the training, “my confidence grew and I started making mats 
with my mother. We sell them at the Chittagong market.” She has also taken on the important role of 
finance secretary of the local level Grassroots Disabled People’s Organization for Development.

Our human stories are similar around the world. It’s so good to learn of efforts like this, and it surely takes 
much energy and more to make progress everywhere. Congratulations to the Bangladesh group, striving to do 
even more. 

It’s been suggested that our associations for “deafened” people meet up one day—in England! What do you 
think? Check out this website, http://www.nadp.org.uk/, for starters. Or in one of the Scandinavian countries? 
ALDA, plus NAPD [National Association of Deafened People, a United Kingdom organization], plus what 
others? Your traveling IC is interested, and we also know how much work it would be for the local organizing 
committee! Perhaps the IFHOH [International Federation of Hard of Hearing People] would sponsor this sort of 
effort? 

ALDAbest for international relations,

Lauren Storck for the IC (drlestorck@gmail.com)

Our World—News from the International Committee
Submitted by Lauren E. Storck,  Chairperson
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I vividly remember the first time I saw anyone us-
ing sign language. At the time, I was a typical insecure 
teenage girl who was going through the stage of not 
wanting to do anything that would make me stand out 
from my peers in any way—forever striving to “fit in.” 
We all dressed pretty much the same—faded Levis and 
sandals—and wore our hair straight, parted down the 
middle. None of us deviated very far from the norm. 
One day a small group of us had gathered at the local 
coffee shop, where we sipped coffee, loaded with sugar 
and cream, and tried to appear grown up. 

On this particular day, we were seated at a table 
near a Deaf couple who were engaged in a very animat-
ed discussion. Their hands were flying so quickly and 
they often had very exaggerated expressions on their 
faces. I became quite intrigued by it and found myself 
watching them, as were many other customers in the 
restaurant. The couple, however, appeared to be com-
pletely oblivious to all the attention they were getting 
as they continued to communicate with one another.

Several years later, when my hearing began to 
dramatically decline, it was suggested I learn ASL. I 
remember thinking that there was no way I would use 
sign language. I thought of that couple from the res-
taurant and all the attention they had received as they 
communicated with one another. I knew I would be far 
too self-conscious to make such a spectacle of myself in 
public. Just wearing a hearing aid drew enough atten-
tion to my hearing loss! I was still so ashamed of it that 
I usually wore my hair in a way to conceal its presence.

As my hearing has declined over the years and I 
have experienced the isolation one feels when unable 
to keep up with a conversation, I have learned that 
there is nothing shameful or embarrassing about los-
ing my hearing. Deafness is not something I chose for 
myself, nor do I have any control over it. All I can do 
is deal with it in the most effective and positive manner 
possible. To refuse to use a tool that is available to me 
because of concern about what strangers think of me is 
utterly ridiculous. 

 While I am still not always comfortable with my 
deafness in certain situations, I am becoming quite 
untroubled with using whatever tools I can that help 
me participate in conversations. Whether it is signing, 
lipreading, note taking, or making adjustments in the 
lighting or my seating, I now realize my hearing loss is 
far more obvious if I refuse to open my “toolbox” and 

Using the Tools
By Dawna Conley

use that which is available to me. I have also noticed 
that other people are usually more concerned with 
whatever is going on in their life than they are with my 
hearing loss!  In fact, my experience has, for the most 
part, been that hearing people are more likely to be 
intrigued by it than they are to be judgmental. 

It’s been many years since I was that shy, awkward 
teenage girl who was so consumed with what oth-
ers thought of her. I attribute part of my acceptance 
today to just a normal maturity that has taken place in 
me over the years, but more than that, it is my fellow 
ALDA members who walk this path alongside me, 
sharing their experiences and strength, that shines a 
light reminding me I am not alone in this journey. 

Dawna is 55 and a retired office manager of a 
pediatric therapy unit. She relocated to the Oregon 
coast five years ago when she became divorced. Her 
hearing loss was diagnosed when she was 30, and the 
cause was unknown. Her loss wasn’t noticed sooner 
because she had been lipreading and thought everyone 
heard the way she did. Upon diagnosis, she obtained 
bilateral in–the-ear hearing aids. Her hearing has since 
deteriorated and she now uses one behind-the-ear aid 
for amplification. The other ear is completely deaf. She 
can be reached at beachcombn@yahoo.com.
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I am no longer stuck in my “loss.”

I can attend conferences and business meetings and use an interpreter.

I don’t get headaches by just reading captions.

I am reaching out toward knowledge that will help me grow and experience new things.

I am not focusing on what I am losing, but on what I am gaining.

I am able to appreciate the beauty of poetry as expressed with the hands and face.

I have made new friends and held conversations with people I would otherwise have never met.

I am a role model for my family, who see me as a whole person.

I have renewed respect for myself.

I have a new way to advocate for myself.

I have clients who consider their ASL class a “community.”

I have a classmate from my own ASL classes who now interprets for me (oh, how we wish our 
 teachers could see us now!).

I helped a man with a health insurance problem using ASL when using my voice on the phone didn’t work.

I learn new forms of expression every day.

I have learned new ways to joke around.

I have found new sources of laughter.

I have learned new stories.

I have found old stories much more interesting using signs.

I watched signed videos on YouTube when captioning was not available.

I found Rosa Lee.

I am learning to read both blogs and vlogs.

I have made two vlogs.

I can reach out to other people now in a variety of ways.

Other people can reach out to me in a variety of ways.

I saw a dog read his master’s sign language, his eyes following her hands, and understand.

I have found there are several ways to sign “B---S---!”

I have seen deaf students count faster on their fingers than hearing students.

I have learned other ways to give the finger.

I am still learning.

I am still progressing.

I am having fun.

I am not looking back but forward.

My friends are my friends, whether they talk or sign.

We all use signs in any language—personal jokes, baseball umpires, why not ASL?

Linda is ALDA’s president-elect and a member of ALDA-San Jose. She serves on ALDA’s international 
committee and sponsor committee and is working to support ALDAcon along with the ALDAcon entertainment 
chair and sponsorship chair. She assists the board president and secretary as needed. Linda is the hard of hearing/
late-deafened support specialist at the Deaf Counseling, Advocacy and Referral Agency (DCARA). She also 
serves on the BART Accessibility Task Force and San Francisco Hearing Dog Graduation Committee. She is 
married and has two children. Her email address is lindra@comcast.net.

By Linda DrattellWhat Sign Language Means to Me
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“Why don’t you learn sign lan-
guage?” a hearing friend asked me.

“Why should I?” I responded. “I 
don’t know anyone who uses it, so 
what good would it do me?” 

“If you took a course in sign 
language, you might meet other deaf 
people and maybe make some new 
friends.” 

That made sense. I didn’t like it, 
but had to admit it made sense. I wasn’t at 
all sure I wanted to find myself surrounded by deaf 
people who signed, having never done that before. Still, 
I thought, it might be nice to have a few deaf friends, 
people I could converse and be comfortable with, 
people who understood what it’s like to be deaf. People 
like me. Further, being able to understand sign lan-
guage might enable me to take classes in various things 
with an interpreter. It seemed like learning sign could 
lead to good things. 

It wouldn’t mean I’d have to give up my world of 
hearing friends. This world included my husband, two 
school-aged children, parents, and neighbors. I didn’t 
know a single deaf person besides myself! I was sur-
rounded by people who loved me, yet I was lonely. 

I had to lipread every word anybody said; I heard 
absolutely nothing at that time. Cochlear implants 
hadn’t yet been thought of. So far as I knew at the 
time, I would never hear again. So why not learn to 
sign, I thought. Okay, I’ll do it! I’ve nothing to lose and 
maybe I’ll gain something. Such was my thinking in 
the early ’70s. When the next mail delivery included a 
community adult education flyer offering a beginner’s 
sign language class, I signed up before I could change 
my mind. My husband signed up, too.

Our thought was that we could use sign language 
in social situations when I lost the thread of the con-
versation. He could sign me back into the gist of it 
without a lot of tedious repetition. I might even begin 
to enjoy socializing! We attended classes faithfully, 
learned a great deal of vocabulary, fell in love with the 
sheer delight of learning this amazing language, and 
began to wish everyone used it. We were quite sold on 
it. Until…

The teacher got to the American Sign Language 

By Elinore BullockFrom Signing to Singing
part. That threw us for a loop. This 
was deep stuff for people like us who 
thought learning sign vocabulary was 
all there was to it. ASL transposes 
sentences in a way that spoken and 
written English does not and should 
not. It tramples underfoot every rule of 
grammar I had learned during my years 
of hearing. My English teachers would 
have been appalled. 

We had been brought up to think 
in English, and we found it hard not to do 

that. We didn’t even want to. We had no desire to think 
in ASL, or to sacrifice our native language. We could 
do the signs, but couldn’t read them back when ASL 
was used. I began to lose interest, do poorly in class, 
and not care. However, we had learned enough to use 
Pidgin Signed English, not even knowing that there was 
a name for it. We decided we’d gone as far as was prac-
tical for us and didn’t sign up for the more advanced 
class in ASL.

About that time, we moved from New York to 
New Jersey and I found myself once again cut off 
from those with hearing loss. A friend advised me of 
a horticulture class that would have an interpreter 
and suggested I attend with the thought that I would 
meet others with hearing loss. I attended, learned how 
to arrange flowers, but found myself to be the only 
deaf person there. I could tell this because my furtive 
glances around told me that no one else was looking 
at the interpreter. After the class was over, I went up to 
the interpreter and asked if she knew how I might meet 
other deaf people.

She arranged to have me meet Sheila Shuford, a 
late-deafened woman who became my closest friend. It 
was Sheila who pulled me into the world of New Jersey 
deaf people and inspired me to take up my sign classes 
once again. Fortunately, these New Jersey classes didn’t 
dwell on ASL and seemed more in tune with my needs. 
They enabled me to communicate easily with my new 
friends, but life outside of this safe little community of 
deaf and late-deafened people was still difficult. At this 
point, the cochlear implant came into my life and my 
interest in signing dropped considerably. I still use it in 
the company of other signing deaf people, but other-
wise it sits on the back burner. 

Lately, John and I have 

Elinore Bullock

continued on page 27
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By Carol Granaldi

To Sign or Not to Sign—That is the Question

I didn’t consider communicating 
in sign language during many years of 
progressively worsening deafness. At 
no time during my childhood was I 
exposed to Deaf persons who signed, 
except for one solitary experience at 
the New Jersey School for the Deaf 
(now the Marie S. Katzenbach School 
for the Deaf) around 1950, when I 
was about 11. I was being evaluated 
as to the extent of my hearing loss 
because my parochial school princi-
pal noticed that I had one. The Deaf 
students at the school frightened me 
with their black harnesses, wires 
from their ears, guttural incompre-
hensible speech, and waving hands. 
The person testing my hearing and 
the adults around us also scared me because 
they were all stern and seemed unhappy to see me. One 
kept saying the word “book” to me without explaining 
beforehand what it was I was supposed to do when she 
said it (I was to repeat the word to see if I could say it 
correctly).

When my stepmother was told that I had a hearing 
loss, she burst into tears as though something terrible 
had happened. It was decided that since I already used 
spoken language and could read and write, I’d be given 
a hearing aid and sent back to my parochial school. 
I wasn’t deaf enough for the Deaf school. The whole 
experience was totally disturbing, and I felt crushed. 
After being in that frightening place, with those teach-
ers and Deaf children who couldn’t speak, I swore I 
would never go to a Deaf school, wave my hands, or 
wear a black harness and wires like those I saw. (When 
I grew up during the 1940s and ‘50s, there was a great 
stigma attached to being Deaf and using sign lan-
guage.) 

However, in 1994, with my progressively failing 
hearing, I decided to study sign language at the age of 
55 in case I couldn’t continue to use a hearing aid to 
communicate. I attended sign language classes given 
at night in the local community college by some mem-
bers of the Deaf community. I also garnered some sign 
language videotapes through the New Jersey Library 
for the Blind and Handicapped, which had a collec-
tion of Deaf books and videotapes. I worked diligently 

at learning the manual ABCs and as 
many words and phrases as I could 
from the videotapes, classes, books, 
and interacting with Deaf people 
whom I met at state advisory boards 
and other meetings. Over a period of 
two years, I became somewhat con-
versant in rudimentary signs, which 
I’d try to use during encounters with 
Deaf people. However, an unhappy 
incident convinced me that I would 
never be a part of the culturally Deaf 
community. 

One Saturday, I attended a picnic 
being given by a Deaf club. I thought 
I had enough signing skills to social-
ize with the members, and I bravely 
left my hearing aid at home, figuring 

I wouldn’t need it. I had basic conversa-
tional signing ability, and I thought I was good enough 
to meet new Deaf people. The group was interested in 
me at first but then drifted away when they got bored 
with my kindergarten-level signing. They were all 
proficient native signers, and no one took enough of an 
interest in me to converse and eat with me. I ended up 
eating alone and then left. Once again, I was crushed. I 
concluded that I wasn’t fluent enough in sign language 
to be a part of the Deaf world and I couldn’t hear well 
enough to be a part of the hearing world, so I decided 
to not pursue signing any longer and to get a cochlear 
implant to improve my hearing beyond what a hearing 
aid could accomplish. 

Over the years since the early ‘90s, I’ve met other 
late-deafened people who also thought that, because 
they couldn’t hear, they “should” be with the Deaf. 
They, like me, struggled with the manual, visual lan-
guage despite being oriented to and fluent in spoken 
and listened-to language. They, like me, prefer over-
whelmingly to hear and speak in English, which is 
our “mother tongue.” Although I am visual and can 
speechread quite well, I cannot watch sign language 
and comprehend the message being conveyed. Perhaps 
if I’d been sent to the New Jersey School for the 
Deaf before developing spoken language and reading 
English, I could have adapted and been part of the 
tightly-knit Deaf world, but I then would have been 
limited only to the signers 

continued on page 25
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for socialization and interaction.

I was told by an acquaintance in Philadelphia who 
was a teacher of the Deaf that had I been sent to the 
Deaf school, my reading skills would have been subpar, 
and it would have been difficult for me to find a job in 
a business setting. Many are surprised that I am deaf, 
because they say I speak and write so well. These skills 
were acquired because my hearing loss began in el-
ementary school years, when I’d heard spoken English 
and learned to read and write. 

The age at which hearing is lost influences whether 
one can master sign language. The younger the child, 
the easier it is to learn manual language. On the other 
hand, the older the person is when hearing loss (and an 
effort to learn sign language) occurs, the more difficult 
it is to become fluent. A person in his/her teen years 
and 20s can still absorb the manual skills of signing, 
but as one progresses decade by decade, it becomes 
harder to learn due to diminishing memory and hand/
finger dexterity. Having family members who do not 
use sign language and are not interested in learning is 
another obstacle. It’s necessary to be immersed in sign-
ing to achieve fluency. The saying: “If you don’t use, it 
you lose it” really applies here. 

I didn’t find sign language an effective way to com-
municate in the larger world because few normally 
hearing persons can sign, and it’s not possible to fully 
utilize a sign language interpreter unless one is fluent 
in ASL. This doesn’t mean that late-deafened people 
shouldn’t try to learn sign language if they like chal-
lenges, but they shouldn’t be surprised at how hard it is 
to actually use it. 

Carol has had a progressive hearing loss since 
early childhood, eventually resulting in profound 
bilateral deafness, and she now wears bilateral cochlear 
implants. She resides in an Ocean County, New Jersey 
retirement village with her husband Peter and is an 
active contributor to the ALDA-Garden State listserv. 
Her email address is cgranaldi@comcast.net.

On August 15, I ran 
five miles for ALDA, de-
spite having rheumatoid 
arthritis, thanks to fellow 
ALDAns, friends, and 
family who supported me 
(not that these groups are 
mutually exclusive, grin!) 
by donating a cumulative 
total of $1000!  These 
funds will go to support 
this year’s ALDAcon. As 
promised, I am including a list, 
in alphabetical order, of those who supported the run—
thank you all! 

ALDA-Sonora
Cynthia Amerman
Barbara Bell
Arthur and Rita Coppel
David and Shelley Coppel
Alan Drattell
Alexandra Drattell
Eric Drattell
Tedd Drattell and Deb Phillipes
Bill Graham
Jon Grossman and Jaime Banks
Marylyn Howe
Andy Mitchell
Marta Ordaz
Pat Passarell
Gloria Popp
Charles Steiner
Dina Steiner
LaRonda Zupp

We need everyone’s help to ensure that our organiza-
tion continues to thrive and support us, so I hope that 
others will also set a goal of doing something enjoyable 
to raise funds for ALDA, Inc. Perhaps you like knit-
ting and can get sponsorships for each inch of a scarf 
you knit—then we can also auction that scarf in our 
Silent Auction!  Perhaps you enjoy swimming or hik-
ing. Whatever it is, make it also a personal accomplish-
ment for yourself!  If you would like, please email your 
thoughts to me at lindra@comcast.net, and perhaps we 
can coordinate several members’ efforts—if not in the 
same place, maybe on the same day!

ALDAbest,

Linda

By Linda Drattell

Five Miles for ALDA

Linda Drattell

To Sign or Not to Sign (continued)...
continued from page 24
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“Are you assertive about your communication needs?  Why or why not?” 

I am assertive, but it makes little difference. I begin by telling people that I have recently lost a large amount of 
hearing (100% in one ear and 40% in the other). The painstaking and redundant step-by-step process of trying to 
find a comfortable understanding with friends and family would be recognized by all, so I’ll skip it. The bottom line 
is that the deafness is one thing to come to terms with, but the heartbreak of having family and friends not take note 
of, at the very least, my request to face me when talking to me is devastating. I just don’t join any gatherings any-
more. I have needed to be overly aggressive—not even being assertive suffices and still, there is neither compassion 
nor cooperation. Life, for me, is pretty bad. [Editor’s note: this issue came up in a workshop led by hard of hear-
ing psychologist Sam Trychin, who explained that people are concentrating on WHAT they are saying, not HOW 
they are saying it, so they tend to forget to accommodate a person with hearing loss, despite repeated requests. Dr. 
Trychin suggested holding up a sign to remind them when necessary.]

I am now. I wasn’t when I first became deaf, because I didn’t want to appear to be a nuisance to others. Now I 
realize that I deserve equal communication access as everyone else gets.

No I am not assertive, and if I had it to do over again, I would start being assertive from Day One. My family 
and friends ALL feel communication is totally my problem. I have one out-of-state friend, and when he introduces 
me, he says, “She reads lips, if you talk slowly and pause between words.” And I think, why in heck don’t I say that 
to people?  I am not a shrinking violet, but for some reason I am not nearly as assertive as I think I need to be.

I tend not to be assertive about my communication needs because I am often met with uncomfortable silence 
or minimal acknowledgment at best. I just don’t like the weird feelings I get from people and would rather miss the 
show than have to go through that.

My congenital hearing loss occurred over a period of about 10 years in adulthood. Now that I am completely 
deaf in one ear but have some hearing in the other, I am left with about 65% speech comprehension. My hearing is 
too good for a cochlear implant but not good enough for a surgical hearing aid. Despite this, I still work full time in 
a demanding professional field.

I took me two years to get the courage to ask to switch to a different spot around the company conference table 
because the fountain was gurgling in my ear and the only person I could see face to face was my boss; I couldn’t see 
anyone else speaking and he was across the room, rendering the meetings completely pointless for me. It was very 
tough for me to do this, and the silence I was met with made it worse.

Meetings off site are also a big challenge. The acoustics of different rooms vary and there are a lot of mumblers, 
quiet talkers, and grumpy old men who don’t move their mouths a lot when speaking in the construction field!  The 
one time I mentioned my hearing loss in a kick-off meeting, they all looked at me like I was from Mars and then 
directed all their questions to the man next to me.

At family gatherings, I have positioned myself at a table where I could hear best, with good results and it seems 
complete understanding. However, in work or public situations I avoid bringing my hearing loss up because doing 
so sometimes makes the situation worse than if I can’t hear at all.

By Bill Graham and Robin Titterington, CuratorsALDAnonymous

continued on page 27
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There are many times I let the communication slights 
slide because the subject or circumstance just isn’t that 
important. When I do choose to request accommoda-
tion, I point out that I’m not just asking for myself but 
also for all those with hearing loss who are too shy or 
embarrassed to ask. Those of us who are capable of 
speaking up for our rights or merely requesting accom-
modation must do it for all those who aren’t.

Next question: “With several choices now avail-
able—CapTel, VRS, cell phones, etc.—how do you 
communicate by phone? Is there a phone application or 
service that you would like to see available?”

Send your responses to Bill and Robin at 
aldanonymous@gmail.com by December 1.

ALDAnonymous (continued)...
continued from page 26

Silent News, 1995

been considering using our knowledge of sign to share 
the beauty of signing with our church family. It is our 
dream to sign a hymn from time to time, and we are 
practicing at home. He will sing and I will sign, and we 
will also have a guitarist friend to spice it up. Hymns 
with repetitive phrases will automatically teach signs 
to those who care to notice. Our plan is to not voice 
the final refrain at all, but to sign and mouth it only, 
to give people a little taste of deafness. Even the guitar 
player will only mimic playing. Since this will be the 
third or fourth time the refrain will have been sung, 
they should be able to follow along, having learned the 
relevant signs by then. It should be a blast!  

Sign language IS a beautiful language, and I am 
grateful to have some knowledge of it.

Elinore is coordinator of ALDA-NJ and on the 
advisory council for ALDA-Garden State. She lives 
with her husband of 50 years, John, in rural New 
Jersey. Together they raise puppies for the Seeing 
Eye and are presently expecting their 20th protégé. 
When she isn’t wiping up, she enjoys quilting and 
is a wannabe writer. Readers can contact her at 
elinorebullock7@embarqmail.com.

From Signing to Singing (continued)...
continued from page 23
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See How They Sign (continued)...

fer movies or games?”  This had to be signed as “Your 
favorite: movies (shoulder shift) games. Which? (‘wh’ 
face).” Most students got the last part right. I know no 
one who got the “Your favorite” part right. We also 
had to sign, “She came home late.”  We all signed it 
as said in English. It should have been signed, “She ar-
rived home late.”  Unless specifically told that “coming 
home” is signed “arriving”, how were we to know?  
There are other special translations that must just be 
remembered. The English “for many years” would be 
signed as “since many years.”  Then there are the facial 
expressions and movements. One of the books we read 
as part of the course described the first formal ASL 
lesson taken by a woman who knew some signing. She 
spent the whole of the first lesson determining whether 
things were near or far based on how the speaker 
pressed his lips against his teeth. Excuse me!  Pressing 
lips on teeth is a vital way of passing information?  
And I thought this would be an easy language to learn?

Yet it is a beautiful language. As part of our course 
we saw letter and number stories, ASL poetry, etc. I 
would love to be fluent in ASL, to have the flowing 
hands with so much meaning that the natural speakers 
achieve. But how to do it?  I completed two semesters 
at SPC. Since it was a degree-level course, to go on to 
the third semester requires prerequisites that I have no 
interest in taking and possibly could not take, given 
my hearing loss. [Editor’s note: if the author wanted 
to take the prerequisites—or any other courses—the 
college would be required by the Americans with 
Disabilities Act to provide effective communication, 
such as CART realtime captioning.]   I know some 
signs, but not enough. Deaf people won’t talk to me, 
since I cannot hold a conversation. Hard of hearing 
people want to use as much voice as possible, since my 
signing is so painful. So far as I can tell, all the people 
in ALDA began with English signing (Conceptually 
Accurate Signed English or Signing Exact English) and 
use that more than ASL. Some have even told me not 
to bother with true ASL. I was told to speak, and only 
learn signs for a few nouns to help out when speech is 
not sufficient. [Editor’s note: ALDAn signers generally 
use some form of signed English because their first lan-
guage was spoken English. Their fluency varies from 
minimal to skilled.]

This does nothing to help me communicate with 
the Deaf friends I have made at a signing church I 
found. They will say hello to me but then turn to those 

continued from page 1

who know what they are saying. The interpreter signs 
the hymns, and I am expected to join in. Yet I am very 
scared to do so. Signs formed improperly, with only 
small differences, can have very different meanings. 
When I first started signing, I tried to sign that I liked 
strawberries. The instructor came over and reposi-
tioned my fingers. I had signed that I liked marijuana. 
Other common signs are very close to obscenities. In 
one of our classes, one student made a mistake with a 
sign, and the instructor went bright red as he saw what 
she had actually signed. So, if I am not certain how a 
sign is formed or what it means, I am very hesitant to 
sign it in church. 

If I am to learn ASL, I must practice. However, 
no one will practice with me because my signing is 
not good enough. Yet I will not get better if I do not 
practice. This is a real Catch-22 situation. I want to 
learn correct ASL, but how?  As yet, I have not found 
an answer.

Terry Atkinson has presbycusis (age-related 
sensorineural hearing loss), which is slowly but steadily 
progressing. He first attended a meeting of the ALDA-
Suncoast chapter last year as a requirement for his ASL 
class. He was so pleased with the support available that 
this year he and his wife, Laura, joined the chapter. He 
lives in Clearwater, Florida with his wife, their Basenji 
dog, and their Himalayan-Siamese mix cat. His email 
address is tigereye@rcn.com.
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“What?”  “Huh?”  “I didn’t hear 
what you said.” 

“I said, ‘What do you want to do 
this weekend?’ Why do I always have 
to repeat myself to you?”  “Never 
mind, it wasn’t important, just forget 
it.” “What’s the matter with you, are 
you deaf?”  Communication...

Unknowingly, I was born with a 
hereditary progressive hearing loss. 
I was adopted at age five and my 
adopted parents were not told that 
there was hearing loss in my biologi-
cal family. I remember my adopted mother 
saying things such as, “You’re not paying attention to 
what I told you.”  “Why are you ignoring me?”  “You 
are doing exactly the opposite of what I told you to 
do!”  As she became more frustrated, then angry with 
me, convinced I was purposefully disobeying her, she 
began punishing me. The forms of punishments were 
physically, emotionally, and mentally abusive, grow-
ing increasingly severe. I began running away at age 
10 and went back into foster care when I was 12. 
Communication... 

Life with my peers was also going from bad to 
worse; I changed from being one of the more extrovert-
ed, popular kids to being one of the more introverted 
and shunned kids. I did not understand why all of this 
was happening as I grew into a teenager. I naturally 
assumed I was a “bad girl” because first my biological 
parents abandoned me, then my adopted parents be-
came more and more disappointed in me, and last, my 
peers no longer seemed to like me, calling me “weird” 
and “strange.”  I blamed myself, feeling there was 
something very wrong with me. I became increasingly 
reserved and fearful of speaking, pretending I liked do-
ing things alone, when the truth was I envied my peers 
who seemed to interact so easily with each other, ignor-
ing me or making fun of me. Communication... 

I felt like an outsider, as if there were an invisible 
wall of glass between myself and other people: I could 
see everyone and observe the world around me, but I 
did not seem to have the ability to interact well with 
others either socially or at home with my adopted fam-
ily or, after the adoption was legally dissolved when 
I was 13, with foster families; I never seemed to fit in 
anywhere. Communication... 

I did not understand that I was not hearing well; 

when the school gave group hearing 
tests, I would peek after the first time I 
was called back to be retested, raising 
my hand when the other children did. 
A hearing loss would have given my 
adopted parents another reason to be 
disappointed in me. A child does not 
want to be singled out as “different” 
for the wrong reasons; I was already 
different enough by being adopted and 
then later stereotyped as a foster girl. 
Communication... 

Though I had very low self-esteem 
and others treated me as if I were stupid, I 
knew I had a high IQ at the time I was tested 

in grade school. I excelled in certain classes and failed 
miserably in others. Looking back, I wonder if the 
classes I failed were the ones where I was sitting in the 
back. I loved reading and writing, turning to the world 
of books and the written word as a way of escaping 
reality and expressing myself. I rebelled against the 
school cliques, choosing areas of study that were more 
individualized such as speech, drama, and the school 
newspaper. I became popular again by participating in 
school plays, singing in the glee club, and becoming a 
newspaper staff writer. Communication...  

I was originally a drama major in college, also 
taking parts in community theater productions. My 
hearing loss was not a problem because people spoke 
louder than normal during stage productions. And I 
could still hear well enough to do one-on-one inter-
views, sometimes asking those I interviewed to write 
down the answers to my questions or choosing a sub-
ject that needed little interviewing and more research. 
Communication... 

As a young child, I had no way of knowing I did 
not hear as well as others. I naturally thought they 
heard the same as I did. I was born in the ‘50s and 
grew-up in the ‘60s, when it was considered a stigma 
to have a hearing loss. During my young adult years, 
rock and roll music was popular and played at such 
loud noise levels that people with normal hearing had 
difficulty hearing at parties and nightclubs. I had few 
problems fitting in due to this fact, with the occasional 
embarrassing inappropriate response that I could al-
ways blame on the loud music or use other excuses I’d 
become adept at giving.

“I’m so high I just can’t understand 

By Sherry A. CochranHow Sign Language Has Impacted My Life

Sherry A. Cochran

continued on page 30
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what you are saying.”  “The music is so loud I can’t 
hear you.”  “Oh sorry, I need to go to the bathroom.”  
I became an expert at bluffing without realizing what I 
was doing. Communication...

I was young and did not want to admit anything 
was wrong, making up excuses when I did not hear 
correctly, yet inwardly I was horrified at the very idea 
that I might be losing my hearing. The word “deaf” in-
stantly created images of old people wearing huge hear-
ing aids, and there was no way I would accept wear-
ing those ugly “monstrosities.”  When I began having 
trouble hearing on the telephone, I blamed the phones, 
not my hearing. Communication...

My continuing hearing loss affected all areas of my 
life, including my work, causing me to quit jobs that 
entailed telephone work and do work such as janito-
rial/housecleaning jobs that I hated but where hearing 
was not essential. I found myself avoiding more and 
more social events because I could not understand 
conversations in a crowd, embarrassing myself by mak-
ing inappropriate responses or comments. Sometimes 
people laughed at my responses or looked at me ques-
tioningly, and once in awhile I would get a mocking, 
rude comeback, causing me public humiliation. Family, 
friends, and work relationships suffered. I could no 
longer carry on a telephone conversation or group 
conversations. My world became smaller and smaller 
as I retreated into isolation, with a few personal friends 
with whom I had a limited friendship, preferring to 
see them one-on-one either at my house or theirs. 
Communication... 

After having my second child at age 30, I was 
forced to confront the fact that I needed a hearing aid 
because I could not understand my daughter when she 
began talking. I finally got one in-the-ear hearing aid 
that did not help a great deal but was the only type I 
would agree to wear, and we could only afford one. I 
had always wanted to complete my college education, 
taking a class here and there whenever possible. Finally 
at age 41 I applied through our state disabilities ser-
vice, which helped me get my first pair of behind-the-
ear-hearing-aids that were much stronger than the ones 
that fit inside the ears. I was amazed by how much they 
improved my hearing, although I still disliked the fact 
that they were so visible, but with my long hair, they 
were not noticeable. 

The state agency also helped me apply for college 
and provided an FM system for my classes, which 

worked in conjunction with a setting on my hearing 
aids. This was my first introduction into the world of 
assistive listening devices. Communication... 

When I was younger and taking college courses, 
I attempted to study a foreign language, Spanish, but 
with my English speech recognition already worsening, 
it was an impossible feat. I needed to finish my first 
two years of required college courses and was delighted 
to discover that the community college I was attend-
ing offered American Sign Language (ASL) as a foreign 
language credit. Communication... 

I have to admit it was difficult for me to make the 
handshapes and train my mind to learn a different 
sentence structure, because ASL is almost completely 
the opposite of English in sentence structure. But by the 
end of three semesters of ASL, I had become proficient 
communicating in basic ASL. Communication!

The year I started back to college, I also joined 
a late-deafened group at a deaf service center; I first 
heard the phrase “late-deafened” from my vocational 
rehabilitation counselor. At last I understood who I 
was in terms of my hearing loss, and I finally fit in with 
a group of people like myself. They used Real Time 
Captioning (RTC) for the meetings, now commonly 
called CART, but a few of the members knew ASL. I 
also participated in a club at the college for Deaf stu-
dents or any students who knew ASL. I used ASL a lot 
during the year I learned it, and then I continued to use 
it when I volunteered at the deaf service center, where 
I also became a member of the board of directors, as a 
late-deafened representative.

The late-deafened group I belonged to was not 
an ALDA chapter, but the leader knew about ALDA 
and received the ALDA News. That was when I first 
became aware of ALDA. I wrote an essay for an ALDA 
Reader and became a member of ALDA in the mid 
‘90s. I finally attended my first ALDAcon a couple of 
years ago, after helping to establish a chapter in Seattle, 
Washington.

Since learning ASL in the mid ‘90s, I have used it 
on many occasions to communicate with others who 
are Deaf, hard of hearing, and even hearing. I have 
had so many experiences with total strangers who 
were Deaf and either needed an interpreter in public 
places or attended social events where many people 
use ASL. I haven’t become fluent enough to use inter-
preters, and hope I have the chance to 
take more ASL courses. I am now deaf 

How Sign Language Has Impacted My Life (continued)...
continued from page 29

continued on page 31
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without hearing aids, and learning ASL has helped me 
to feel less fearful of deafness, knowing that I have a 
way of communicating with others despite my hearing 
loss. My world no longer feels smaller because I know 
there are many others like myself; I am not alone. My 
daughter learned the alphabet and a few basic signs, 
and it was so special for her to help me converse with 
others or clue me into the subject of a conversation. 
Communication...

I recently began working for a local Safeway 
grocery store. On my very first day as a cashier, I had 
a Deaf woman as a customer. Her eight-year-old son 
was interpreting for her, and as soon as I saw that he 
was using ASL, I began signing to her. Her face lit up 
with a surprised but happy smile. She was so thrilled 
that she could communicate with an employee, and it 
made me feel wonderful to be able to help someone by 
using the beautiful language of those who cannot hear. 
Communication!

Sherry is late-deafened and lives in Seattle 
with her family. She continues to write as a hobby, 
with numerous published articles; her most recent 
article is about NF2 and appeared in the summer 
issue of Hearing Health magazine. She also has one 
published book, Missing Pieces: A Woman’s Search 
for her Birth Family. She can be contacted through 
sherwriteon7483@yahoo.com.

How Sign Language Has Impacted My Life 
(continued)...
continued from page 30

Nominations Needed for Upcoming 
ALDA Board Election

Each year ALDA, Inc. holds an election by secret 
ballot to fill open positions on the Board of Directors. 
The Nominations Committee is now soliciting nomi-
nations for the following positions:

President-elect—This is the first position of a 
three-year commitment.  The President-elect  assists 
the President in the discharge of all functions of that 
office. In the event of the President’s extended absence 
or disability, the President-Elect performs the duties 
of that office the first year. The next year the person 
elected serves as president, followed by one year as 
past president.

Treasurer—The term of office for this position is 
two years. The Treasurer is the principal accounting 
and financial officer of the Association, has custody of 
all ALDA funds and securities, and keeps accounts of 
all receipts and disbursements.

Region Directors 1 and 2—Region Directors serve 
two-year terms. Each represents one of four regions, 
must live in that region, and is elected by members 
residing in the region. The Region Director responds 
to communications from individuals in the region 
who need information about local resources; provides 
support to groups, chapters, individuals, families, and 
professionals within the region; establishes networks; 
and represents regional interests and concerns at 
Board meetings.

Region 1—Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, 
Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New 
Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, 
Vermont, Virginia, Washington, DC, West Virginia, 
Quebec, New Brunswick, Newfoundland, Nova 
Scotia, Prince Edward Island, Europe, Middle East

Region 2—Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, 
Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, 
North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, Wisconsin, 
Manitoba, Ontario

A member wishing to be nominated or to nomi-
nate another member needs to submit a nomination 
form, indicating the name of the nominee and the 
office for which s/he is nominated.  If you would like 
a nomination form or additional information, con-
tact Christine Seymour at past.president@alda.org. 
Deadline for nominations is November 15, 2009.
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By Anne McLaughlin, Curator

Ann Smith reported on chapter news for ALDA-Peach. In April, ALDA-Peach met with Dave Litman’s 
North Carolina group of late-deafened adults in Greenville, South Carolina. The ALDA-Peach group shared 
some experiences in starting a chapter. The two groups are hoping to have another dual meeting in 2010.

ALDA-Peach member Angie Fugo recommended Peach’s speaker for the May meeting, David Harrison of 
Chattanooga, Tennessee, who shared his insights and experiences on communication strategies. Mr. Harrison 
conducts lipreading classes in his hometown. In June, the ALDA-Peaches met at a local restaurant for lunch.

Atlanta is the home of the world’s best-known soft drink, so ALDA-Peach’s July meeting featured a “world 
of soda.” Each attendee brought a favorite obscure soft drink and members shared stories about the drinks. 
[Editor’s note: the Coca-Cola Company is headquartered in Atlanta.]

ALDA-Peach will celebrate its tenth anniversary on November 14, 2009. The chapter is planning a big 
party, and everyone is invited. If you’ll be in the area in mid-November, do plan to come to the Peach anniver-
sary party.

Marlene Thometz reported that ALDA-Chicago is planning to welcome new members at a luncheon on 
Oct.3 at Anyway’s Pub in Oakbrook Terrace, and all board members and chairs are welcome to attend. Mary 
Clark will have her always lovely holiday party on Dec.5.

ALDA President Kathy Schlueter took a day off from her busy schedule to celebrate her 39th wedding anni-
versary. She watched her grandsons play baseball. They had three games schedule that day. Kathy’s granddaugh-
ter Kendahlyn, a 7th grader, played in the NAFA Nationals softball tournament in Egan, Minnesota. Thirty-two 
teams from all over participated. Kathy says of Kendahlyn, “She is a pitcher and center fielder and great at steal-
ing bases. Our family is sports active, so the schedules get very hectic, with all six grandkids doing something.” 

I had one of those milestone birthdays this past July, so the East Coast half of my family came out to 
California to help me celebrate. The three Virginians and the four Californians had a great time together. My 
sons and daughters-in-law hosted a little birthday party for me at the clubhouse here in Diamond Glen. It was 
noisy even for a late-deafened person, but so nice to have them together.

“Chapter Happenings” and “GA to SK” are combined just for this issue because we are short of news. 
What have you been doing that we might like to read about? This is my last column, and it has been a pleasure 
serving as your curator. Please send your chapter and personal news by November 18 to the new curator, Ann 
Smith, at fabsmith@att.net.

Chapter Happenings and GA to SK

After a number of years compiling the news for “Chapter Happenings” and “GA to SK,” Anne 
McLaughlin has announced that she will be stepping down after this issue. The ALDA News staff thanks Anne 
for her devoted service in helping to keep the far-flung ALDA family aware of important events in the lives of 
our members and of the activities of our chapters and groups. We will miss her cheerful, dependable contribu-
tions and wish her well in her future endeavors.

Anne will be handing the reins over to another Ann (without the “e”), Ann Smith. In our next issue, 
ALDA News will introduce you to our new curator. In the meantime, please be sure to send your personal and 
chapter news to Ann Smith at fabsmith@att.net.

Anne McLaughlin Retires as Curator
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It is not the language but 
the speaker that we want 

to understand.

– Veda Upanishads

SK SK

Advocating for:
♦ Captions on TVs in airports 
♦ Visual public announcements
♦ 9-1-1 access with pagers
♦ Video & CapTel public phones
♦ Captions on all TV programs 
♦ Captioned movies
♦ And more. . . 

TDI is working to meet your daily 
access needs everywhere you go.

Providing leadership in achieving equal access to
telecommunications, media, and information technologies for deaf and hard of hearing people. 

I missed my flight!
Why? I didn’t hear the

gate change 
announcement!

Find out how you can support TDI: 
Phone: 301-589-3786;  Fax: 301-589-3797;  Video: 866-970-6836; TTY: 888-202-1120; 
Email:  info@tdi-online.org;  Web: www.tdi-online.org

TDI - Shaping An Accessible World
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The mission of the Association of Late-Deafened Adults 
(ALDA) is to support the empowerment of late-deafened 
people. 
 
Late-deafened adults are people who have lost their 
hearing in any degree after having acquired spoken 
language. ALDA members may or may not use hearing 
aids, may or may not use assistive listening devices, may 
or may not use cochlear implants, and may or may not use sign language.  What ALDA 
members DO is “whatever works.”  This is the philosophy that keeps the doors to ALDA 
wide open to anyone who is interested.
 
ALDA is committed to providing a support network and a sense of belonging to late-
deafened people, sharing our unique experiences, challenges, and coping strategies; 
helping one another find practical solutions and psychological relief; and working 
together with other organizations and service providers for our common good.
 
ALDA provides networking through local chapters and groups as well as our annual 
conference (ALDAcon) to be held this year in Chicago from October 29 to November 
2, 2008.  We offer social activities, advocacy, peer support, up-to-date information on 
new technology, and guidance for late-deafened adults, their families, and their friends 
on ways to deal effectively with the difficulties arising from losing our hearing. ALDA is 
inclusive, never exclusive. Members find themselves part of a family, with emotional and 
social support, and, above all, acceptance.
 
Membership in ALDA provides support for outreach: newsletters, brochures, mass 
mailings, public presentations, and participation in local and national events to spread 
the word about ALDA to the more than 31 million Americans, and other late-deafened 
people worldwide, who would benefit from our organization. ALDA also assists chapter 
leaders and regional directors to expand ALDA through more chapters and groups and 
increased membership.

You can join ALDA via the form in this issue, or go to www.alda.org or contact ALDA, Inc. 
at 8038 Macintosh Lane, Rockford, IL 61107, 815-332-1515 V/TTY.  Membership entitles 
you to receive the quarterly ALDA News, which spotlights personal experiences of  late-
deafened people, and the ALDA Biz annual report from the Board of Directors, and to 
attend ALDAcon at the lower member rate.
 
If you are interested in learning about ALDA in your area or seeing ALDA become active 
there, please contact your regional director (contact information is at “Contact Us” on 
the ALDA website).

What Is ALDA?

ALDA
ASSOCIATION OF

LATE-DEAFENED ADULTS
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 General Member, Age 61 or under . . .$25.00
 Senior Member, Age 62 or over . . . . .$20.00
 Business Membership . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $45.00
 Tax-Deductible Donation . . . . . . . .. $ _______
 New  Renewal

If paying by check or money order, payment must 
be in U.S. funds and drawn on a U.S. bank. If pay-
ing by credit card, complete the section below or 

Renew on-line by going to:
www.alda.org/alda_membership_form.htm

For Credit Card Payment by Mail:
 Master Card                 Visa

Amount _________________________________

Account # _______________________________

Expiration Date ___________________________

Signature ________________________________
(For Credit Authorization)

Newsletter preferred Format (select one): 
 Electronic (Email)   Paper (Us Mail)

I'd like to:   Join ALDA     Give a Gift Membership to:    

Name _________________________________________________          

Organization: _____________________________________________

Address________________________________________________       

City ___________________________________________________ 

State: ____________  Postal Code: ___________ Country: ____________

Home Phone: _________________ TTY     Voice      Cap Tel  VP 

Work Phone: _________________   TTY     Voice      Cap Tel  VP 

Fax ___________________________________________________        
                                 
E-mail _________________________________________________

URL/Website Address: ______________________________________

ALDA Chapter (Name/None): _________________________________

Gender:  Male   Female 

Hearing Loss:
Late-Deafened      Hard of Hearing  Deaf  Hearing 

Join the Family.....Join alDa!
Your membership in the Association of Late-Deafened Adults connections you with ALDAns throughout the 

world. Don’t miss our informative quarterly newsletter, ALDA News. Check our chapter directory at www.alda.org 
to find a chapter near you. Our fully accessible annual convention is a must for newcomers and old-timers alike.

To join or renew using credit cards on our secure site, go to www.alda.org.  To mail your membership, please 
complete this form and send with check payable to:

ALDA, Inc., 8038 MacIntosh Lane, Suite 2, Rockford, IL 61107-5336

 
If paying by check,

please mail this member form to:

ALDA, Inc.
8038 Macintosh Lane, Suite 2

Rockford, IL 61107
815.332.1515 TTY/V or 

866.402.ALDA (866.402.2532)
info@alda.org E-mail

www.alda.org

ALDA's Mission Statement:
To Support the Empowerment of 

Deafened People.

 Education
 Advocacy
 Role Models
 Support

ALDA provides networking opportunities 
through local chapters and groups as well as 
at the annual ALDA conference (ALDAcon).

ALDA, Inc.
8038 Macintosh Lane, Suite 2
Rockford, IL 61107



ALDA, Inc.
8038 Macintosh Lane
Rockford, IL 61107

Association of Late-Deafened Adults

Be sure to check your address 
label. It shows the date your 
dues will expire. Don't let your 
membership lapse!

Visit us on the web at: www.alda.org

Don’t Just Be a Member, Be a Lifetime Member!

ALDA
ASSOCIATION OF

LATE-DEAFENED ADULTS

Why a Lifetime Member?
A. ALDA and the work it does 

to support the 
empowerment of deafened 
people means a lot to me; I 
want to support ALDA 
financially

B. I don’t have to worry about 
forgetting to renew my dues

C. I plan to live to be at least 
130 years old; think what a 
bargain Lifetime 
Membership will be!

Ann Smith, Lifetime Member

Lifetime Membership Tier
• Bronze $500 - $1,499: 

receive a personal letter from 
the President, bronze plaque

• Silver $1,500 - $2,999: 
receive a personal letter from 
the President, silver plaque 
and priority seating at future 
ALDAcons

• Gold $3,000+: receive a 
personal letter from the 
President, gold plaque, 
priority seating at future 
ALDAcons and 
complimentary registration to 
a future ALDAcon.

Lifetime Memberships 
may be tax deductible 
and can be paid in three 
annual installments by 
check or credit card.

Contact ALDA Treasurer, 
Gloria Popp

 treasurer@alda.org
or visit www.alda.org


